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FOREWORD 
·Translations of :t,he literatures e£ southeast-A.sia lito English are fevr .··in number -and vary gl"e&tly in. qualityo Some of' the c1:.assios s�il1- a- wa1t their..·tranaiatorso This gap is -gra.du.ally ·being :r11le� a-s mG:re:�am··morf;) young American,
AU&�rali.an-and British scholars· ...aeqaire-the •tlepth·· of- 11-npistie -and...eul.tural 
knowledge-.. SO· essential for ·goed ·"l·M--,aeeura� traielationss,. T�
.: to their 
efforts, truly labors of love, -a ·fflDSJ..l but : .steaay·_stream of short· stories and 
poetry from the Sou.theast Asian ll·terattt-res is· ,a;ppearlng- in English languag­
ma.gazines am anthologies aro1ind the worldo ·This is in addition-to a substa.ncm 
tial number of such translations into French1 German . and Rttssiu.. . 
Se-v-e:ral organizations;, pe.rtieu1'8:rly MF.SCO·. and. the Asia So�i�ty� are 
acti:vely-�ngaged in sponsoring literary -translations from Soatheast Asia as well · 
-as from the rest of Asia. A�·-·eeveril:""W6fflB have..•appeared � the presses
under their epuneo:rship:s,· ··with ·mere--•eekedul«i for the ..near :t'trbll!N.- Those of us 
e™med with the tff.®h1ng of -eou:rees on -�se· 1-iterat-ures -a.. � acutely aware·
of the paueity of good� readable translations and thus app:reciate·all the more 
the efforts that are being made in-various quarters. 
In the field of Thai literary translations it is P:ri.Me Prem Purachatra 
�o has dene---sueh' ·ou�standing..-e,ervi� i,n-.,m&Jdllg·--EHi>me-of the Thai elas�ies ·avail.;.;;.
abl-e to Engli-sh -reede:re. T� Thailand · P.E.J•··:e·lub iii -Bu.gk,ett i-s ·�eply interest.­·s-ed . -fl].eo in Eagli�h ..(a·Dd - --ot-,her foNi:gn·· J:angaa,ge) · •··MMerings --of---their· literature 
and-� ,ind�btedly -.ne6urage such activity. Up till now� however» few have 
undertaken such a difficult task. 
Henoe.s,..-w�-welcome -all the more 11:r. Jlosel 's study' of contemporary Thai 
poetryo It helps fill a very: important gap in our k.novrleclge o:r '1'1184 lite�tu:re 
·and we venture to say that it is probably one of tlie--very ·:rew seriouf studies--
.in ·the English. 1-anguage oh t,he poetry--0f--•a.'f1¥ Seu.i;s.east,�AsiaB . country• J&>. ·uosel 
·is·•well ,qual :i fi-ed to pNpare sueh ..e, --study. · He has had·.:t--h.e · · -adv-ail:tage· of several. 
trips to '!'hail.and he has acquired ama�:iJlg ability lithe language 0£ the s, 
country- and has drunk deeply at the well of Thai culture and history• 
·We are pleased to be able to present Mro llosel,ts study in its present
form with the Thai text of the transla�d poems available to those interested 
in comparing the original against the translation.. 
.Needless to say, we eam.estly hope . that this work will not only provide 
-s-0me insights into the ·sub�et· of Thai poet-ry,1,n'l d cultlire, but will also spur
others on to s1rn1Jar endeavoi'"S� whether in Tha1 literature or in another or the 
literatures of Southeast Asia. 
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--INTRODUCTION 
Contemporary Thai poetry is almost total Jy,unknown iri too·_ -west; there · 
·is no_ t-reatment of the. subject in ,.8Jl3"-·Western· langaage� - This situation. is. 
-·highly regrettable in vi� of the active rol-e · -played by· poetry in Thai ··arts and 
cultural life. Serious literature in Thailand ·1s -almost -exelus1:ve·ly' equat·ed · 
·with poetry-, an:! -even at the popular level poetry enjoys a warmer reception than 
is the oase in most Western countries. ·rt-·is -also· probably trne that Thailari.d 
possesses a richer and more �-ensive h·eri tage of poeti
cf 
literatUN than does 
any other South-east Asian cormtryo And judging
-: 
f-rom ·l'lhat little is known about 
the pre-sent literary situation in South-east ,As-ia, Thai contetl¥)orary· p6etr.r ap­
pears to  be a more active enterprise tban--elsewhere in South-e�st Asia, with the 
possible exception of Indonesia, and the Philippines.o 
The present monograph is an extension arid revi·sion o.f an earlier invi-• 
tational paI)er which appeared originally in Unif;ed Asia· (Volwn.e 12i -Noo 2,·. 1960,.
This -earli-er paper has been -greatly· -amplifi-ed, --:aew transl-ation.fi rave been added,
,and··whe:r-e the original ,,article c·ontained onlyo··exeerpt,s., ·the· ·pr\!sent monograph
off-ers the compl-ete ·poem. In view of the importanee of sound -effectis in tlie. 
esthet.ics· _of Thai verse, a section has. been added' on prosody and structure, for 
it is through prosodic t·echni-ques ·that these ·peetic 'Sound :eff.eets ·are ·created. 
. . . . ... 
·An understanding of contemporary Thai peet� -:requires :some modicum of 
·background in cla-ssieal Thai literatureo The situ-ationo-he·re as regards materials 
in -Western languages is only slightly ··obetter than that for con.temporary· litera­
ture. Appendix A p-:re-sents -a bibliography on tae s:ab-ject � comprellensi ve in 
the -sense that it contains all significant material·s · I •ha-.e ·b>een -a:bl-e· to locate, 
but totally jnadequate m terms of the q111Jity and completeness of the material;
listedo 
The system of tran-slite1,a.tion -employed is the - it.General Sy--stemtt· recom­
mend�d by the Royu Institute of Siam and -described in the Journal of" the . Thai 
·R�search Society (now call.ad the Journal of tk-e Siam-·socie�z) of. Lreli 1941.c 
·The only modification is that the open .2, is represented by i-in the - present worko -
This system is used throughouto--,exeept for �rso:nal names ::wnere the individual's'·:
own -method of transliteration is knewn ,and for Thai words ·-@neountered in citing .,· 
the title of a book or article written by other writers. ·In personal nameso.,
the portions underlined represent titles. 
In preparing the translations for Part III, I·have tried to steer a con­
serv-ative course between the literal - and tlae literary�- v�ring closer to the 
former than th-e latt;er. In no s·ens-e -are the tr.ansl.tions intended to· be 
ttli terary, 11 nor are they designed to be of the analytic scholarly vari.ety. The 
translations are not word-for-word, but they are line-by-line. 
·It goes without saying that this monograph has entirely too many- foot­
notes for a worlc of such modest purposeso But since it is the first of its 
kind, it seemed advisable to give the reader as much background and additional 
detail as possible. 
-1-
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. While rq acknoii'�gements -ee ·1�glon, - I nnst make - a --spe�i•J· ,.-ai khru. .. 
to Acbarn Davi Dri.-V:e.rdhua, · rq i'ri-end:-and··•ntor in·Jq·studi-ee of Thai litera­·
ture. It was his- geae:resity-, -pathnee,- - am p·rofCJWd---lmewl�ge �of Thai- l:l.tera­
tUN tut : a th .,.·-,-ear of sw.d)L ·with bi■ :.-an,--ext-NtBeli ftl�arding--,exp�r.1.en.ce..·
None of this W011Jd baft been poesibl,e,-,ritlr)ut the gemtrOIIB assistance of ,the· · 
Ford Foundation which •de it possible for me to spem the year 1958 - 1959 
in Tha11and under a Foreign Area Stuq Grant. 
-James H. -Kosel 
·The George llasJii:ngton_ tJniversity
W'a,ibington.. D • c. . 
Io CONTEMPORARY TRENDS AND CHARACTERISTICS 
Among the Thai., poetxy bas traditionally -been the nattirill � ·one might· 
- ev�n -say instinctiw - form o :f  l:iterary- �xpression. - Even tla-e - -s�le viJJager.,: .:-both ·1n -anoi-ent and :rood�rn t--imes., -bae been - -a natural poet. ·· ·  11any· of his enter- ,.·
tainments eone_ist of peetry games· .. involving a great variety· of patterns., · such· 
as r.i:me bouts, -verse contests, competitiv� exchanges--- -amng :v--e:rse-maldng teams;·
and swig eommentariaes on local 1·ife and. .events --- -all. .  impromptu ando· ·uiiwritten�l-
At cremation ce-remonies the village poet may eomp-os-e -an"- elegy to the dec·"easedJ· ··"
or the abbot of the loeal we.t or temple may- choos� on high occa-sions to ·recite 
one of the traditional verse-eermon.s bas-ed on the Btlddhist Jataka tale·s;2 And· 
in Bangkok it is not uncommon to find poetry in -the ·newspapers and -magazines, 
to hear it recited on the radio; and recently some of the traditional extem­
·poraneous rime -exchanges have -been revived in·modified"· · form for television· 
audiences. The dialogu,e of Thai moving p·ictures i-s dubbed 1n· by 11ve behind.­
the-scene :reciters who frequently employ a clas·sieal verse form and: mode of 
recitation (lm.own -a-s -..8!£ha) to ·enhanee the �native. -Ev�:ry educated Thai has ·e
•  store of ela-eeieal -ve-ree"- ,at his tongu.et s tipo And in-ir::unes pa-et poetic pro­
duction was the ohi-ef int-ell-eetu.-al preoccupation of the -nobl-es 4nd princes who 
formed the bulk of the Thai upper elaeaes . · Thi-s - •wid,e-spread appreciation of
poetic -expression is pa.rt of -a  mo,re---genera1 ,e-s'&eem for the ability to phut·
phair9 - •to speak euphnn:tously,n- which among both rnra.l villager and urban 
elite is a highly prized social sldJl. 
To understand the situation in contemporary Thai poetry- it is necessaey
to gain first some apprec:iation of the historical development of Thai verse e:nd 
of the contrasts which distinguish t -he past from the pre-s:ent. Three such con­
trasts -stend out quite e-1-earlyt (a) ---a - ohan,ge in the social conditions which 
motivate poetic production., (b) -a  �eoline in th,e· proportional lit,erary emphasis 
on poetry in comparison with other literary fonns, and (c) the emergence of new
directions in content and style. 
..... . . 
The Social Conditions of Poetic Production 
Prior to 1-932, the -year of Thailand 's  change from an - absolut� to a con­
sti tutional monarchy, w:c-:l-b-ten poetry ,wa,s produeed -excluaively by royalty ·and 
nobility -and the retainer poets whom they supported. The king hjmself was rre­
qu�ntly a poet. In t-he Bangkok period:, for instanee, Iring . Phra Phutthaloetla 
N-aphalai (Rama II) -and King Waohi:rawu.t (Rama vr) ·1w-e:re poets"
--
·or outstanding 
--ability -and their -�works rank"among t-he -me-st- beautiful in Thai liter.ature. Fre­
quently the King collabo:N.t� with his court poets, and t·hus be-g:umirig with._K;Jng ·"
Phra Phutthay9tfa ChuJalok (Rama I)3 the�e arose"the tradit�on of ratch�hon _ .(•royal composition" ) ,  a- rubric which applied to either the kingts own wor. or 
to that written under his direction and collaborative editorshipo The ki:ng 
- 3  -
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maintained - -a department of govermnent � the Krom ila1c (R�l Scribes Department) ,  
which., in •ddi tion to such duties as chronicling and issuing decrees, also c� 
posed literary wolicso 
This court-centered orientation had existed since the lhth century when 
Ayutthay. was firsts- established as the capital. of the young Thai kingdom. The
first recorded verse dates from this period and consists of ritualistic poems
attributed to court B-rahmins who had --been brought from-Cambodia as part of 
·m:llitary conquests. The t:N.ditions- reaohed its --peak during the reign of · ··s
King Harai· (1657-1688) in the latter part of the Ayutthaya period- ( th,, . "Golden .
·Age• of Thai literature) when the 1c:i ng gathered -around him· •811 i 1 Ju.strious · c·1rc1e· 
of poets with whom the favorite pastime was extemporizing clever verse "'changes;#
The first three :reigns of the Bangkok -period (1782-1851-) 'WeN "Bimilarly·s·p:romJidllio · :
The t-re.ditional rol-e of veree in the king's household may ·be glimpsed 
f.rom an inc�nt of considerabl-e historical importance which occu.rll'ed in 1893. 
King Chul-alongk9n (Rama V) was .faeed with- a serious national crisis when the 
French with gunboat diploacy were pressing for the coneession o f  -a large por-­
tion of Lao territory which -at the ti-,·-was tributary· to Thailamo The Jdrig fell 
critically 111� both in body -and -spirit, -and ceased t,aking hi-a- med1e·a1 treatca 
ment • In -deep anguish he composed a fa.Ni ell --poem to the royal fend 1'1' • Upon .,·
receiving his copy, P.r� Damrong Raeham.phap imediately composed a - 11therapeut�
poem in reply. The � :relates that as soon -as the king had finished read� _
the reply, his spirits were ren�ed; he resumed his medical treatment and soon 
was able to get about once more.;, 
With the coup d--•etat of 1932, royaltys-was displaced from ita traditional :
position in Thai soci�ty, and the court ceased to -·be the cenGer· of -the kingdom's 
intellectual activity. Since the royal farn1Jy could no longer provide the su� 
port and incentive for literary .. productioo, the royal basis for p<)etic produc­
tion disappeared. Ceremoni-es1' court functions and- -entertainllent-s co1lld no longer·
provide the oecaei-ons for composing literary- 1'0rice o In tbe - abeenee -of royal · 
patronage it beeame difficult to make a living and reputation as a poet. - There 
·was no -adeqy..te publication outlet to -tak411t tfte pl-ace of th-e pe:rsonalized· ·audienoe 
of nobles am prinoeso Literature could new ,ari-ee only from the personal. moti�·
vation of individuals. JJmost overnight t,h1, pattern of lif-e in which poe·try had 
played such a -meaningful role ha,d become moribund. It remained for literature 
am the arts in general to seek -a new place in t,he ·-new --soci.et7�_:f1f:hiCh was · begin­
ning to -emerge. Th-e nature of this new pl.ace is st.i J 1 not -entil'ely clear. HOl'l­·
ever � one trend is already quite complete; namely, poets m d their audiences 
have shifted socially from the aristocracy of yesteryear to a rising middle 
classso 
Change in the Relative Emphasis on Poetry 
The changes wrought by Thailand I s political transformation occurred 
against the background of another trends_ which had been 11nderway for several 
generationss. Prior to 1800 virtually aJ J Thai literatures· ·was in poetic f()rmo
This situation came to an end during the first reign· of the Bangkok period when 
there began to appear a new literary form·s-= the historical prose romarioeo 
These were adaptations of Chinese historical romant:es I the forerunner being the 
. ·ancient Romaroe of the- ·oThr&&.. iingdomso··o· (san�Kuo-Chin Yen-I) wfiich became 1cnow11 ·in Tad - as Sam Kok (ttThree Kingdomstt ) . ·o·This ,work <iescribes the ·oconflicts 
-among three tribes during a - -i,eriod in�Chi.Rese -history (.knowno··as t-h� ttThree 
Kingdoms• period) prior to the third century.· The Thai adaptation waso. made in .
1802 by the poet Chao Phja Phra · Kl.0ang;6 -it is ·-still considered as anoinspiring
model of -masterful. Tfus·i-- ·prose. 'the: --n"w · ilrend · wward ;prese r:eee'i:ved . . ,mueh.... imp·etus
from the writings of King Chulalongk9n (RamB · V) who extended .prose literature 
to include memoirs, lett-ers, ·scholarly essays, a:r.xi addresses. 
Th� re-al floreeee:aee of Thai ..pros� -ea,me at tlieo• personal imtigation ·
of King Wachirawut (Rama VI)Jt la1ow11 as the "poet king," who reigned from 
1910 too· 1925. His reign was nerked by . many.·new directions a:nd ..experiments�· .
-and signals the begimrl.ng of the mod=em period in T,hai · literatu:re - �nd · tlie in;;.;. 
troduotion of su.cho·· ·western lit-erary forms ,as the drama, novel, ando· short story.
Equipped ·with a ·,westem · ·-edueation- and a · great fondness and talent for litera­
ture, the king personally -wrote many origiu.l··wo:tkso· .. and·o·•-adapted into Thai a 
mmber of English classics.  While still Crown Prince · he organized a literary 
club of young offici.als who had studi,ed abroad. Out of this group developed 
the tal�nts ·which were to produce the majority of m.od.ern classics� Amid this 
new in'tierest in prose,; poetry eontim1ed to :p,rosper but it began· to stiffer with 
the coup d• etat of 1932, which, as already noted, abolished the social. insti­
tutions traditionally responsible for the composition of poetry. 
·The cont-e-mporary period in· Thai li-te:ratuFe, - which can be said to ·ohave 
. ·begun with the end of World :War II is oharact.erized byo-a plethora o.f news­., 
papers, - magazines, ..,and ,s,oftba.ck ·book-s whieho-generateo-- ,an inees·s-ant cl,emand for 
rnn-of-the-m1)] fiction, but which also provide a medilltll for poetry. These new 
·outlets have assistedo· poetic production ·· and the rise of a new generation of 
young poetso. On the other hand., the proportional volume of poetry,: ..·as compared
with prose., has cl-early- d-ecliftedo-- aelow that of former times. · And., as we shall 
see, the last twenty years has virtually seen the end of poetry written on the 
majestic themes of the elassicalo,traditionoo· 
Modem Poets in the Classical Tradition 
Despite the decline of the classical tradition in contemporary poetry,
the prestige and appeal of classical poetry still remains high at the present 
time, thanks to the Thai educational system and .- the inherent Thai love for 
poetry. But there have appeared no new poets who can compare in stature with 
those of the first three reigns of the Bangkok period or of the florescence 
initiated by King Waehirawut. In contemporary poetic circles it is customary 
to distinguish -between two classes of poets: the, phuyai (ttseniorstt) or mature 
·major poets, -and dek {11ehildren•) or ·young poets. I "_[In theo·-last decade poetry 
·hasobecome increasingly preempted by poets of· t.he dekocl-ass, of which there is · .
a sizable number. At the present time there are veey few, if arry , producing · .
phuyai poets, al.though one might mention Chano·oKhamwilai and Chanthit Krasaesin; 
Botho- men, however., presently eon.fine themselves to editing and literary research 
in preference to wx1.ting poetry. 
The only well recognized phu i in recent times have been classicists zwwho were nurtured under the aegis of aehirawut and who rose to prominence in 
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the twenti-es -and thirties. Of these there -are four who surviv-ed into the · forties 
and who are espe ci.ally notM"orthy: Prince Bidyalankarana., Chit Burathat;,
Chao Phr Thanmaeak Kontri, and- Phya'sUpald.t Sinlapasan� The-- first two were·
the last -representatives ·of the classical school of Prince B9ramanuohit Chinorot, 
the Prince Patriarch of Siam in t  he first half of the - -19th eentuiy. It was the 
Prlnee Patriarch who brought to perfection the prosodic technique of the Indian­
based verse form eaJJ�d ehan. 
Prinoe Bidya.lankarane. (1876-192h) ranks as one · of t-hes·sgreatest poets of 
·modern times, although his first works were in fiction, -where, und:er the pen-- · -· 0 ·· 
name of •N.K.s.11 8  he achieved wide popularity as a J-n1:rooristso . Iii poetry he is 
·
famus for his Konek Nakh9n (UCity of Gold•)� · a Thai adaptation of-··an English 
translation of a Sanelcrit lf'Orkos. His magIWBJ opus is Sam Krt;:: (llThiiee Capi­
tals•),  a lengthy epic recounting tM turbulent period in , . 1· history when 
Ayu.tthaya., Thonburi, and Bangkok successively be�ame the Thai capital� This 
poem was fini-shed :in 1944 during the last days of the Japanese occupation and 
constitutes the last -epic in the classical traditiono In both works the lan­
guage is learned and difficult, so much so that the·spoet f011nd it necessary to· 
provide a glossary. �erthelesa, the language is wo�rfiil� eloquent and 
euphonious., qualities which are mre highly cidmi l:'ed iii Thai poetry than in · ·· 
English. Also well know11 is his Nithan Wetan (•Tales of a Vampirett),  a prose 
work which contains portions of -,excell-ent poetry• 9 
Chit Burathat (1892-1942) ., a commoner, produced a great number of·-works,
but is best remembered for his long narrative, Samakkhiphet (ttThe Disrtipted 
Union") .  This poet, using ...xi anci�nt theme., c one-ems the dan,gi!3rs of internal 
political discord; to the Thai it has become -a warning· against su'bversion"from 
within.. Pl@ Upakit Sinlapa-san (1879-�9l_il) is �a_Jled '8;S�a g�mar.ian as w�ll 
as a poet., for it ·was he who wrote the first modem Thai gr,um•r• Chao Phya
Tha♦aoe.eak Kontri 11877-1943) ., ,w1·i ting unders· th� name · ·  •Khru Thep;tt is remark­
·abl-e for strikingsa new·snote in Thai poetr.rJ namely, t-ne use . of v-erse ·as a 
medium for political,· "°onomic, -and -socj,aJ commentary. Among his works· of this :
kind are "On the Bri•nd Kellogg Pact• and "Hidden Treasures,tt· a set of short 
poems presenting his ideas on educational reform. 
Orientation and Form 
Before tu.ming to a consideration of individual contemporary poet·s� · it 
would be well to eJraroin" first some of the principal trends in theme and form 
which characterize the contemporary period and which differentiate it from the 
classical tradition. 
As not,ed earli-er, the co:rxiitions which brought -an end to the· classica1 
tradition have displaced poets and their - audiences from an ennobl,ed - and royal·
elite to a broader, more popular base. With· this shift has come a reorientation 
in themes and content., such as, for instance, a growing concern with soc:la] · 
questions (but concem with religious experience is curiously slight) .  Co�
-temporary poet-s have shown an 11J most exclusive preference for lyrical poetry-. 
Although the classical tradition contained much lyrical ve·rse and often was at 
its best in thiss· medi11m, it also gave great emphasis to dramatic and narrative 
poetry., eulogies, oarsmen's songs, and didactic and gnomic verse. Lyrical 
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poetry was fo:1lld •1nJy in the trave� poem Cll)led nirat,o: the. ;ehle� � or love .
-epistle t and in the ram-phung or :r11m1-na tiv-e soliloqui-es e.ontamed l.ll narrative ·worksolo Contempor-ary poet·s, hawev-er,o• hav-e..- -establishaed the lyric a s  an inde­
pend-ent genre in itself, quite apart from the eon:'bext of ·a Ja·rger·work0 Con­
current .. with this preferem� for ly-rieism there . has ar:Lsen a • strong tendency to 
become personalized - the poet speaks directly of h1mself. This· feature was 
rare in elassi-cal literature., being obs·�rvable only in -the nirat and ph1,eng yao. 
·V-erse Form-.--'l'he pl'ef-eNnoe for- lyricism has neee,ssitated a specializa­
tion· in -v-erae form. · Thai olae-sical ·p°iiry a ffords the pee� five types of verse : 
oh.an, · -kap_. Jchlong.9 kl9n, and re.io There are numerous -subclasses within ,.
each type., with complex and rigorous prosodic rules regu.lating the number of 
·syllables per line., and above all r.i.:me patterns - (which are eonsidered a ·· ·.,
s1- .�n in Ti:m poetry-) � Crum ( �t ehanda) and kaj? ( �krit 
Kav,:; ,are of Indio provenane,e., -aiif th� �arliest examplesodate from t�e ;6th .and 15th een·turi:es. ·ol"espeoti-vielyo Khlong and ,theare ane-1-ent Thai forms ; --the
r
fozimer appears to have originat,ed ·oamong the nt, ·. m Thai ·or Lao, · ,rhile- t-he 
latter is of central vall'9y prov-enane• • ·Bai is t:he ·simplest -and most free of · .all five .forms., •·and might better be d-escrieed as poetic pre·si. · Chim :Ls. . the orily· ·
form employing metrical rhythm (as 1n·oLa.tin, Greek., and Sanskrit); •11 others 
--employ d.-emarcative rhythm (as in French -syllabic verse) 012 
- . . -· 
In the days of the .absolute mo-narchy ,,when ·peetry-... •eerved a ,broader and 
more vari�d range of li,tere.ry functions., all five verse formso· were widely used,.-each ·w.i.th i·t,s own -set of� applieabiJ iti-es . . Chan, - for· ·1ns1;anoe., was u·sed for · ·· 
lofty ·narretivee based on Indian themes, court eulogies arid commemoratives., wbiJe 
f! was used for long ballads (sepha), travel poems (nirat) , love epistles l -�!lg l8;0).P extemporaneous irers-a --exchanges ( sakawa arid' doksoi), the reeita­
t ves to accompany the classical danoe�rama (khon), and for a host of popular 
entertainments. 
Today the preference is a)mo�t exclusively for ft!no It is relatively 
easy to compose and understa.nd.9 very euphonious to the · . i ear, and gives the 
poet greater freedom wit,ho-a.t sacrifiQe of sound and· eloquence. The preference
has led to a riel-ea.se of klin from the confines of its traditionally fixed 
gem�s ( such as k}P!!!,, nirat phl.eng lib, etc.) and to the develop�nt of a 
m.ore ge:nerali�ed � lyrico 
.,
Poems in ·• :-e t,re:ditioBB.l - kl;9n -genre are re.rely
composed · today, ,aiif"t;hen with interesting adaptations to modern lif�. Foro.
in-stanoe, one of the few nirat· or tmv-el peems to - ee·:,written in l'ecent time� is 
the Nirat Tai Thun Lok (lii•ffirat to �theo-World Down-Un<iertt:) 
., 
compos� in- 19.58 by
the well known· newspapermen Pray,m Cbanyawong, -w-hen he visitea Australia.. .in· ., ..the company of Ho E·• Pote Sarasin, the Thai Sec:retarjr.:;.oenera[ of SEATO� The 
anciento� ·genre called sakawa. has 11ndergone two rathero· startling mo�em 
x-evivalsoe Or.:l.ginally sakawa,.iwas ,an- --ext-emporaneous rime bout between two or 
·more teams in which· -each team would ·play the role of a charaeter from some 
-famous story (such as t.Jleo· Javanese-inspired Ina.o) o Du.ring the flood season .
teams wouldo• meet in. boa ts, -and using a eertaill seene from the story., the team · 
leaders would oar14y fo?Wa.rd the plot in- --extemporized -v-e-me., replete· with clever ·repartee and witty insinuation. The other members of the team would prov:t.de 
choms and musical accompan.il,ent. The verse form used was a special variety of 
k19n.13 In recent -years the r· verse form of th1' - s�-awa has been -adapted as � ··· :· · _ . _ _means to express editorial opinion and commentary in newspapers. This practice .
was begun around 1950 by Thailand ' s  highly respected newspaper, Siam Rath,: bttt 
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other newspapers now follow the same practice.i· 1l9m Racha:wongi·iKhukrlt.. Prai:ooti
publisher of Siam Rath -and one of the coimtry•s moat aec-ompli-shed. prose wri-
., 
..·
ters, is a pastmaster at this kind of "journaliistic verse.• (An--example of a 
journalistici· salarvra an:l two other kinds of editorial verse - all. "1.'rom the edi­
torial page of Siam Rath - are selections 91 10, and 11 in the translations 
of Part III.)  
Furthermore, in the spring ofi·· 1959 the Fine Arts ·nepartment (a divi­.
sion of tM Thai GO!Slemment) revived the original ..extemporaneous sakawa in a 
form suitable for television. A further television modification is the � 
Lae llonsot ·(•Er-temporary- V-erse Screen") in-which a debate is eonducte<llll 
impromptu verse; this has become a sta:ridard television program ip, which 
Thailand's  foremost litterateurs and -d-ek poets have participated • .L4 
Beside kl
d
n the only other v�rse form receiving occasional use t�day .1s chano In ear er ti mes chan was the medium preferred for royal eulogies 
and c0ll&Lemore.tives, and this tradition has b een pr-eserv-ed, especialily on oc­
casions for honoring past kings. The composition of chan is extremely diffi­
cult; the metrical -d�mand for bl'evee or short syllables can be ,met only· by 
poets having a good knowledge oi' 1-earned Indio loanwordsio c·onsequ.ently_; there-are only a few persons who are currently able - to writei· chant "ttSaeng Th9ngt
( the peimame of JJ,,'ltBunyamonop Phanit)i Prapasi· Nakanat, Ratana Yawaprapat., .,
and Chayasi Sunth9Ilp phit., the last two being well known dek poets who also · 
write in kJ.i�• 
In 1959 the Thai Government began what appears to be a- smaJJ program
to :N'Jviv-e -slewly some of the oldi. royal. eePemonies and pomp ..whieh abou.nded in 
the days of the absolute :monarchy. In some instances this has ·1e-d to a · recrea­
tion of the occasions for which ceremonial poetry of the classical tradition 
was composed, or --at l:e-ast recitedo For iBSt;ance, on N<Wember ll, 1959, a new··
-white elephant, an -ancient sacred symbol amng the Thai,· was named ·and enrol­
l,ed in the list of royal el,ephants. On this occasions, attended by great pomp 
and ceremony, the c�f court--Brabm:in chanted a metrical composition in praise
of the new -elephant.15 On another occ-asion du.ring the same y�r the royal 
barge went upon the river in full regalia - for the first t1 me sjtic-, the reign
of King Prachathipok (Rama Vll) • The royal oarsmen chanted a he rua �.. an -
ancient rsmun• e poem oompo�·eof a mixture ofi.ikap and khlo��
called kai ho 
khlong0lga Two . stanzas of such, compoeed by Prim� Thammatlir ti· i� the 
at! 
_Byutthaya period, will illustrate ·i-some of the traditional th-emes, i.e., praise
of the barge, the royal procession on water, and later, the beauties of nature 
passed en route.17 
The King embarks upon the water 
Using his magnificent barge 
Hamsomely ornamented with king kaeo* 
The movement of th-e pliant paddle$ is beautiful to see. 
Crowddd together but preserving order 
Each shaped in the semblance of a curious beast,
The vessels move along_. with their flags flying, 
Jlaki ng the water to roar and foam. 
*King kaeo. (lit. 11crystal branch") 
decorate the royal bargeo 
. . - . . � 
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Versific-ation.--lfi th the speci•aliz•tion in k:l9n and· c-han., contemporary· -poet-s have contlmied to give close - observance to the pri noipl-e-s o·f· eliissio.:i.· ·  
. .prosody, which in• Thai ..aresfar more oompl,ex ·and <lema.nding thansin mo$t European · 
langu.ages. Rjmes, · both internal -ands--ex11erru!ll, are ofs-�unt i.mporl;anceJ in . . 
fact, to the Thai there can be no poetry without them.l.B - There ha� been a few·
attempts to produce blank verse but thes-e have not met ·with suceess.19 . Prince 
·Bidyala.nkarane. :relates that on,e time he -wrot-e- · some· blank vers� -- -and then intro­
duced it into one of his talks on poetry.20 Not one pe·rson ins
"' 
his audience was 
able to recognize the verse in his lecture.s So great is the ·spsychologiea.l at­_
traction of rime to th,e Thai tha.ts- - even children's games -deri�e £ram rime-making0 21 
As a feature of prosody, rt-mes -a.pp-ear to °". an indigeneous innovation; 
th-ey- -are not found in th-e Indian models·· ·whieh inspiPed ,other f-eatures of Thai 
versification.s22 For psycholingt1istic reasons it· is extretllely iinJ ikely that 
Thai poetry wi J l - · -ever abandon its d-ependen� on rime.· · For one thing,_ Thai ·
poetry is syllabic verse &ld rimes al'e - �d to -- -establ:ish the .de-maroative·
rhythm which this kind of verse employs. · For another, · ·the very- In9.q,hemic struc­
tu:r-e of tbe Tbai langnage - -,seems to g-enerate a propensity for rime�rnaking,
which in turn becomes a f11ndamental ingredi-ent in t-he - -est,hetics · of · the spoken· · · 
language. For instance, ordinary Thai : -a-peeeh -show-s en iooroinate fondness for· 
rimed p-airs -wherein two free forms of the- Bame or -allied -meaning -are combined··s
to form -a new compound- word having a el-earer ·meaning: and more pl�asant sound 
than -either f:ree form -alone. For- ..eX:ampl-e both thiap and prl:�p are free forms .,
meaning »compare,u· but they--are- -usually combined to form p:r:i:apthiap, the · 
coDDI1on ·word for "compare•• It i-s n.ot -uneommon for fou.r f:Ne forms to combine 
to create --a whole "phrase" -with a single meaning, such as the wc,rd for 
ttfamiaelt - kha.o rk ,mak pha:eng ("Sea.roe riee:, - ,-expensi� rie-en�) . In such -:�·
oas-es the two inner wordss· always rime. This d-evioe is --also used extensively ·
in making· whol-e sentenc-es, - and ·-almost 8.IJ.Y --attimlpt to ere-ate -a- 0we 11...:tumed . . · 
-seniienoe in-- -eve-ryday speeehs·-would -,employ such rimed pairs. A similar tenae110y 
-exists for pairs joined by -alliteration and ••assonanoe.23 -All o f  these charac-·
teristics --are probably ,as old as th.-e Thai 1-angua-ge itself}' there are rmmerous·
examples in the oldest known writing in the Thai langua:ge - the famous 13th 
century stele of King Ramakhamhaeng.24 
. . . . 
In a similar vein, there has been no -attempt to·smodi.i'y significantly 
the t:r:-aditional principl-es of prosody, or invents- new verse forms. The only· · 
innovation has occurred in the oase of the fir,st line of a kl;9n peem where the 
number of syllables has been :Ndueed to •o or three iMtead of the conventional 
six t-o - ,eight. This produees a more arresting and dra'l'DBtic introductionsto the·· 
thought that follws. The technique has undoubtedly· ·ariaen tos-meet the · needss· 
of short lyrical v-erse with -a sirigl-es- theme. On -tae --whol:e; h-owrever, contemporary
Thai ver� remains v-ery conservative from -a prosodic po:int of view, ·· ·and above 
all, has eontilmed its great emphasis upon acoustic effect .• ·s The esthetics of· 
Thai verse rest heavily upon the quality of phair9 - ttbeautiful to tbe · ear,s"' 
and good poetry mst always meet this requi:reme:nte. Thai prosody, like the . . 
rules of harmony in music., defines the _conditions which create the desired 
auditory effect. 
Orientation Toward Sub eat Matter.-The ·· contemporary period is · also 
different te from t e c ass c· tradition in the relationship which the poet
assumes vis-a-vis his subject matter. In the classical tradition· it was 
customary, in accordance with the anei.ent Indian practices., to classify poets 
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into four categories,  (a) chintakawi, the · poet of jmagination or fiction, 
(b) tdthiphankalri, the extemporaneous poet, (c) S11takaw:i, the poet Of tradition,
am d) at-ba-ke..i, th� poet of real -lif�o :rn-·cohtempor-ary. poetry thi-s classifi­
cation is no longer mean:mgful. Today's poets tend to recognize three orienta­· .tions t01rard subject mt�! (a) the sathap Jchaw!u nehinf kh9ng ehiwit or r
"realistic• posture in which the poet a tempts to epict i.fe as it aet11aJ ly
is, (b) the klnr,nak:bit�?' k:hwamfan or dreern autistic posture where:in the 
poet �llVisions J:if4' wis -- )Jingly and (c) the udomkbati ors·sethical;,..ideal
stance in which the poet's ideals serve- as �ith-er • &spiration-s or s tandards of ·· 
-evaluation.s· The best known poete of the realistic group -are all meni · - ·ch0 
Se.tchawathi, Phasat Nophaphan, and the famouss· "Nai Phitt ("Chief Ghost•), al].s· 
·of whom are new3l)tlpe:t,aen in their tnirt-ies� -and T-awip lf;radilok; one or. the few· ·
who stands between dek and phuyaio2•5 The majority- of other poets tend to write 
in all three veinso 
Contentporary Poets 
In turning to the contemporary poets themselves, ·we f1nd the scene 
dominated by approximately twenty poets, the great majority of whom are of ·the 
dek cl-asso The others - are around - the- -age of forty .. -and ·thus fall midway between ...cleJc. -end phuyai. An intePesting f--eatui-e of t-he dek poe\s i-s that a number of 
.them haw, ·smatured together over the last ten1- years as an informal clique.. Some·
of the most outstanding ·-meltbers of this cliqn,e developed their literary- in­·s
terests togethe-r as students at ChuJ al ongk9n ·sUniversity. Now, variously em­
ployed in journalism -an:l gOV-er.rJMnt, they haw, eontimted to": maintain a loose 
affiliation and have become the mentors and promotors o.f young aspirants who 
undoubtedly will form the next generation of poets. 
Of the dek poets six names appear a.s most prom1nenti · KunJii.sap Rungrtidi.,
Chayasi Sunth9nphiphit, Nari Nanthawat, Chetsada Wichit, Ratana Yawaprapats., and 
Sawat Thongsicharoen. All are in their ·s1ate twenties and have been publishing
verse for -as long a s ten years. In 1959 the first four• were --sel-ected as the ·
mo-st pop11J.ar in a -television poll of dek peet-so �ir· poetry has .,ppeared in 
maga.z�s., naucspapers., and in a :f-ew ree-ent -ant�l.ogi-es., - suchs-as Lamna.m Haeng 
Chao Phya (•I;yrics from the Chao Phya Rivertt )� one poem by -each of these - · 
-six is included in the translation of Part III. In -11Jmost all of these younger
poets w-e note a weariness and di-ssatis.f'actionswith their contemporary surround­· ·s
ings, and a turning to something -else - the past., the --world of nature, or the ·s
world within one's rnindo None of this is escapism in the usual sense, for the 
innnediate real.ity is seldom totaJJy abandoned; rather, it is a matter of using
the "other' to which they turn as a nontemporal force for coping with the 
; rntoediate reality• 
Of those poets who are beyond the dek class but not yet of· sufficient 
stature to qualify as phu.z!!, are Vrs. Pralcin Cbluneai and 11:ro T�p "\!9ra,dilok · � 
(mentioned �lier as  a prominent exponent of realism)• Krs. Prakin, a Catholic 
and professor of French at Chulilongk9n University., has givens· stimalus ·· to a 
number of the better k11ow11 dek poets an�. is regarded by -many- of th: y��� g�­
er-ation a s  one of the outstanding poets of the day. The older generation., how­
ever., seems to find her styles· too modem and her themes too abstract� She has 
written a m,mher of sensitive, liberalistic poems under the name tt:Ucheni,stt and 
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a sizable -amount "of fiction imd-er t.he •Mme -1tNit Na?'ar-aksa.n -A , collection of.he: ·wtltings ��ared_ inol95� Ullfler the: ti�le.,o �fe. Khli.p T� . (ttGold-
Trimmed Horimons"').27 The title piece and one ot er poem from t is collection 
· are ·Sel-ectiais No. 7 · and No. 8 in thee translations of Part Ill. 
. . , 
·It is noteworthy that severa1 Thai- ,writers· have- e·hoeen ·English as the · 
language of t-beir poetic -expression. Prem Chaya (the peniiame of H·. H•oPrince: .
Prem Pu.rachatra) is a well known newspaper publi:Sh.er ·and university- prof'esso1• . 
who by virtue of an English -education displays perfect control- over the English 
:language. ·In addition to -- several translations -ando· a�aptations, he has written 
a �er of originsl poems, mostJ.y in blank verse which have been collected-· .,
in Siamese r${1;1. His l?articular forteo_ is theo·-snort vj,gne�te and t�� ·1ove �j'ric• _Dr. Luang Su yabongs, in a smell volwo-,entitled The Waz of Life,  bas ··written 
a rn,iher of short verses, some with philosophic wit, others _with! Buddhist . in- · 
··spirationo.  · 
.... . ' ' 
, . 
Finally, it is significant that in 19.59 there _ appeared a n� jou� ­
Pha•sa Lae �su ("Language ·and �ooks
tt), 'the ·official organ <:>! - �h�- ��f3�
., 
._­
tionil P.E:::ciub in Thailand. Al.though Thailand has had a sueeesflion of 
literary journala · (dating ·ofrom 1884-· · ·w.i.th--Waeh�han, f�·.ed iit theo�tiative · _. _of King Chul.alongktn), thel'e has - been no such •meo· ·nm for.- th.e last �vera1 yeam_• 
·Now, under the -editorship" . of ·M'r. Davi . Dvi�ardhani, t,ae Rew journaJ. prom:tseso' to 
ful..P1J J a d�plyo--f,elt · need in the Thai literary -,see• by ,.serving a s  a s t:ilnulus 
to llngu.istie studies, literary criticism and research and as a dignified 
medium for serious poetry• 
., 
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II. THI KLpN VERSE Fame 
.As previously noted, contemporar.y Thai poetr,- shows-.a strong preference 
�or k19n verse form. All of the poems translated in this paper- -are eiamples of 
. n • Its rules are sufficient to create a natural euphony- and rhythm,·but 
M?xible enough to permit 1ndividuaJ ·1ngenuity and insure -ease of composition • 
�t is b y  far the most appealing and pop11Je r medium for poetic - e- xpression, while . 
its simplicity makes it readily adaptable to lyrical use"o It is the favored 
form for lyrical and folk poetry, the recitations which acco� the classical 
dance-dr-ama and vulgar theatre (like)," and didactic and editorial. connnentary0.
rt is also the form most used 1n"·the lyrics of songs,· both .. traditional and 
moderno Of the five categories· of classical verse, kl.9n possibly · antedates 
sJJ others as an \wiiritten form, but is the most recent as a serious written 
form. 
Historical Development 
In ancient times the word k19n was used for any kind of poetry employing
rimes, and thus it included the forms which·"·"1ater became recognized· as khl.05•" ...
chan, and !!£•28 We find it used in this way in· the Chindemani, the first .::: , , 
text on T� prosody, written b y  Phm Horathib,cii, in the reign o f  lC1ng Nirai 
(mid 17th �ntury-) o But since the
1 
latter part of the l.yutthaya period (c.
173.3-1758) onward, the word has meant only one class of Thai verse"o 
. ' . 
9 
Among Tba1 scholars it is generally agreed that 
�!
n is a genuine Thai 
·creation. There are no clear forenumers of �
�
n in Ind · . or ·chi:nese · poetry� · 
although certain resemblances have been observ 030 Phl!: Upakit ·s1ru.apasan, · 
for instance, has noted a slight sirn1larity to one Tariety of Chinese poetry. 
.Othe-rs,.- - - seen a vague resembJanc� to the Pali . metre called tathy�·,.ratta have(path;,�tra in Sanskrit) ., which, like"�tn, has eight words"· o the hemi..: _
stitch: · In this connection it is sig n icant that the classical verse o:t 
Laos is called ,:;ttblt.yant. Thi-a consists of a line of seven syllables, 
divided unequa1� into two groups or hemistichs of three and four syllables·.32 
Strangely enough., however, the Lao PattbAzawat appears to be the Lao equivalent
of the Tba1 ldi>ng� not the k19n. . . ...1 . .. 
.ll9n undoubtedly began as umrritten rural verse form, and it"is still 
found in this form today among Thai villagers. The k19nsot · (:ilnpromptu) 
song-verses which are composed as part of v1J lage rime bouts,"_ rime gamt§, and 
·other village pastime� am entertainments are simple versions of k19n.33 It 
also seems clear that kl�is of central· valley proW'nance; 
· · there i-s _'no evidence 
of its -appea:ranoe among t northem Thai (in contrast to kbl"ong which �s '!9l"Y' 
likely a product of the northem Lao of· the old Larmathai Kingdom) .34 But J ust 
when it orig1nated is by no means �lear, although Thai scholars believe. that 
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·it must have been current as an unwritten .sfolk_ form·. (possibly 1.n tile -atyle now 
known as d9ks9i) in the vicinity of .A.yutthaya duri-ng �.the ·early. day.a o.f · the 14th 
century when this city was the· capital_ of the newlyo_ formed - Thai kingdomo +he 
ea,rliest known reference to what wa-s. probablr- kl.9:n poe:t_fy occurss_ in- the Kotmon-: ·s' 
thianban (The Palace Law) is'.sued by King B9romatrailokkanat (c o 144.3-1488)0'5 ,. · 
In describing the daily duties of the king� this 1-aw relates that at -midnight 
the king is entertained by liBtening to - -s-ephao Sepha is -an ancient oral literary 
genre in which a story in verse, fixed by tradition, - is recited to the aeeom-··­
pan1ment of T� castanetss(krap) o Sep is one of the t7aditional categorieg_ ,of k19n composition, and all known -examp es are composed in this verse form03: 
The earliest recorded kl£nt however,s. f:s a .fragment in what. is now called -·\ere phleng yao genres. _ (love epist e J ,  inscribed on _the royal _throne at_Lopburi,
-the alternative Thai capital during the reign of King Narai (1657-1688) 0 ·These 
lines are thought to be the work of King Narai himself, although some 'believe 
the language postdates this periodo37 Aside from thi� f'ragmei;tt there are no · 
·other existing. kl9n work� which can _decisiveiy _s_be dated·sto the reign of N'arai; · ·
khlong . and chan were the. preferred vars� forms of thats_ period0 
.. , ' . 
. · . It is known with certa:j.nty th.at ,.p poetry was ·very popul8.rsfollr reigns .later during the time . .  of King. B9roms�o·t . e o l733�1758);  especially favored was .
the �eng ia9 genre.o A number_ of beautiful works .d�te fr.om thi:s- perio·d, in• _clud recitatives fo�·s- -t�e �lassical dance-drama �nd wha.� a:;t.leges to be·s·the_- · · s· _.original 'l'hai. version of the Javanese4>ased c'lassic, Ina.o.38' -It_ was d�ring this 
reip that· a court grammax-i�, Luang' Sri Prlcha, wrote. :the first .·known manu� · 
on kl@l proso9y, Sirilf\lhunkitio This �ext la�d down_ thes· prototypes fors� rather - .
contrived .and artificia1 .variety of kl.9n called konlabot6 of_swhich some sixty­
eight kinds. were displayed� Much_ of the expo�ition its�lf was· � kl9n yerseo . 
The real florescence of klin poetryoitme during 
th8 first three reigns 
of Rama II . (King Phra Phutthaloet a Naphalai) _ who ruled from 1809 . to 1824.; · · ··· 
Some of the rriost important works in 'l.''.Q.ai 1iterary history w·ere .composed in this: -period., most of them in kl9n. Sunth9n Phus· (1786�1855), a_ protege of· Rama II� 
brought the technique of kl2i to its full perfection and popu�arized its a�pli­
cation to.. a wide. variety of i�erary puzposeso3? His poetry i_s noted for· its 
development of the intemal r:une principle (ioeo alliteration., - assonance, and .
Leonine times) which is now considered to. be a cardinal feat1'l�- in the beauty . ·s. ·of kl9no: Sunth9n Phu is probably Thailanc:1" 1 s .most b�lov�d poet· .mid � thout doubt 
..the f·oremost master of kl2n· verseso He a�apted �he phle� ya<!> st:r.1� of klfn __
genre; the kl.9ns, ors� =omlok, ioeo, a long story or roma:nce_swri�ten 
in klfn velrse. In  ra  .Ap  �, h�s mo_st · famous ex��e of kljn rlfans, he 
favored an _ eight�sy-llable .. _iµie. This .- !.o.nnat, sub�equently _ calleg _ k19n:.8, . is 
considered to be the preferred and basic -��n structure�
4U . Befqre that time 
the number of words per lines. varied from s in nine,· with att�mpts at rigor.
favoring· the six-syllable lin� - ( calleci .kl.?nt.-6) . In a �.imil,ar !'�ii, Sunth9n Phu 
also. . adap'\;ed the phleng yao style to �he ni1:11t or trav�l lyric;· J?re_vi?Usly� all 
nirat had been _composed_. in khlong verseo He was even wont to wrJ..te didactic 
literature i_n k19n, such �-s hi£ well-kn� Sawatdi �sa (Safeguard_ing One 's .
Welfare),  an �struetional piece writt�n for the edification of two royal ,.
•princes o 
Finally., it is -noteworthy that many of the.. implic_;i.t i,iles and varieties 
· .of kl9n composition which had been _developing durings- the ear�y Ba,ngkok period _became embodied in 8:Jl expository :manual, Prachum Lamna� (Colle.otion of Verses)., 
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by Lurg ThaBBDaph1rnon (18?8;_1928), a nobl-.n· -of the 5th and
· 6th reigns. ·u­_
�houg _this valuable work has never been given modem publication ( it is 
available only as -a typescript in the Rational Lionry) � its contents have".
made their way into many of the m::>de:rn texts on. versificat·iono In accordance 
with custo�, much of t he exposition itself is in kltn verse. 
Varieties. of n,n 
Thai scholars divide written klfn into two ma jn. groups 1 · ·  eaeli with a · · .
number of subdivisions". Ttiis grouping is based upon prosodic structure · as well 
as purpose of composition.bl · 
1. - n9n kbal:> r9! (•kl9n for singing�OOrhe varieties of this group are the oldest (a11 datCg from the late Ayut,t<,,a;,. period) and were origjnally­
intended for singing with the"-acCOJBpaniment of musical· 1nstrwaents as part· of 
·an enterta1nm,::,nt. The word •singing" is not exact here., , since th� Thai word·
khab ryng is broader in meaning than the English "singing ;•  it includes· voice 
figures which resemble chanting and recitation in mel�y-._In Thai this situa­-
tion is described by- s-ay-ing that these vari-eti-es have te!,,nS:. (me�<><!Y') � . For 
the most part, the - lody is chosen to fit the"ygrds, not?Ce verse (in Thait a song dontri"- roughtly-, •set to msic•) .42 Origjnal17 the k19n . of' the.�- rqng group represented two .fe-aturest (a) -a cerbain vari-ety of oral ex,.,
temporaneous fo· (b) a kind of performance for entertainment pur­lk verse, and 
poses. With the passage of time the performance feature declined, while the 
verse form employed became imependent of singing and achieved formalization 
as a genre of written poetry. 
There are four varieties, all· of which have t -he same gener�l prosodic 
structure but differ in a few details, ma.1n)y, � the number and nature of the 
words used in the first hemistich- or w.ic.·"
(a) Botlakh9ni recitatives to accompanf the classical dance-drama 
(i�n and ·"khon)". These recitati-ves are provided by off-stage 
vo::: and are used �inly for nari-ative purposes. The dia)"�gue 
isusua] ly in rai or prose, although there is some variation in 
thi�. 
(b) Sephat a "bal l.ad" or story fixed by tradition, recited in melody 
'to"tlie accompaniment of Thai castanets (krap) ··and sometimes other 
instruments. Originally. the reoitation:.was from memory-, ·"but since 
Sunth9n Phu such stories have become a popular genre of written 
poetry-• A curious modern adaptation of sepha is found· in Thai · · 
moving pictures sl,ow11 in Bangkok. Thai f'Ums have no sOU?ld track• 
the dialogue and sonnd effects being •dubbed in• 1,y live actors 
..who sit in a gallery behini the audience._ For highly emotional scenes, 
especially those �nvolving patbo�., the"·"action i� often aecompaniitd by 
a narration in_ sepha which heightens considerably the a�d�ence effect. 
(c) Sakawa (or Sakrawa) and (d) D9ks9ii These forms are especially 
Interesting 'because they- are the·"forms used in modern 11journalistie 




J.yut thaya period) were unwritten jJnpromptu v�rse -exchanges ad-libbed 
between. opposing . teams. of young men and women �t !ee�ival times ( sueh 
as - Kathin.) • T-hus they were � . . verse form and also a kind of perfor­
These exchanges were notable for their clever repartee, witty 
·even bawdy hruoor;e: th-e themes usuallye· centered around court-
ing, .flirting, teasing, rebuke, ._ and often we.·re eontri:Ved around a parody·
of some well· lmown classical work .esuch as 1$0 or the- Ranlakian. ··eBoth
sak-awa and d9�s9i were popular during the late Ayutthaya �riod and du:ra­
ing the first three reigns of th-e Bangkok· period, but during the sixth 
reign O(ing Wachirawut or Rama VI) the performance- aspect became vir- · . · tu.ally moribund with the risee_ of the danee-drema and·phiphateo rohestra. 
Hovrevgr, many of theewittiest ande·most memorable ver�es were written _ .down. 3 In modern t:imes the verse format has been retained as a written
form for· the purposes of editorial comment (•journa]istic verse•) . and 
argument, and in·ethe case of d9ks9i, · occasionally for lyrical purposes. .t.As noted earlier, in the spi•ing of' 19.$9 the perf ormanee: -aspe·et was
revived by the Fine Arts Department in a form suitable for television. 
This program format has subsequently been followed in several other 
programs of public entert.ainmento 
As traditional performances, sakswa and �s9·i . differed from C>ne .. _another in several important respeetso  . awa was the favorite of -royalty and nobility, and histori.cally many- of the most · famous 
· verses werJ exchanges among such .persons as Sunth9n--Phu,e. who exchanged
·rlth Lady Sj Th9ng and Lady (Kmin) Phum who used to exchange -w:i.th ·
Prince (Krem Luang) Bothin. ·eB9ks9i belong-edeto the common people, ee­
pecially viilagerso Sakaw-a was ori_giNlly performed in boats · by two or 
more te-arns, each with a versifier who extemporized the verses, a· ·singer
who sang them, and a chorus with musical ·instruments. The choral ef-
fect gave the · eversifier of thee-opposing team time to coxnpose his 
·retort. D9ks9i, on the other hand, was performed on land or water · by
two teams ·emember of a team taking turns in composing and
singing. In the originale· sakawa each verse was always sung· ·to the same
melody, Phra Th9ng, except toward.ethe end when other·emelodies were 
permittedo (In ·  the modern sakawa performance·; as revived by the Fine 
Arts Department, the Phra Th9ng mel�y is used only for the first·e
verse - · 11s�lutation to one• s former 
·teachersJ:" melodies.) ' The
last verse (bot 1! or ays �ung to th� old . wa� al1!'favorite melody, Lao Damnoen Sai (Lao Walklllg in the Sand)�44 .
In  the d9ks9i performance, however, different melodies were : used for 
each verseo 
2. Kl2n Phleng.-The · vari�ties _ of �his · group �e� �ot corilpo�ed £or·· _e _e the factsinging or performance and thus _have no tha.mt19ng or melody, desp·ite - ..that the word phl.eng commonly mea115. '"sa,n��-- Kl9n pliler1g ha.ye �ways , b�_ en ._
composed as a written form and do not �represent an immediate.ederivative· from an 
originally oral formo The pros�dic structure is predominantly ' that of' kl9 .;..8
(kl9n su6hap) ,. i.e. eight syllables per hemistich (wak), although in pract1cethis pum er may vary between seven and nine, except that the first hemistieh of
the first line (bat) of arry total work is omitted, a feature which distinguishes 
this kltn phleng group from the klls khab rgng groupe. About five varieties of 
. · 
only, each 
the so-called bot wai khrn ore
all other verses may be sung .. in differente
"farewell verse•) 
this group are usu�lly' recognizedt · 
(b) 
(a) Phl-eng Y-ao (literally "long song" ) i  Originally this was- a love epistle,
written to a specific person, and__ often -was· qui1;e lengthy:.  In the oldelnl. 
days direct facemto-face courtship was d ifficult because or· the· social 
restrictions placed upon upper-class Thai girls; consequ�ntly, written 
communications in poetic form were used"o · Some of the most beautiful 
love lyrics of·the ·1ate Ayutthaya and early Bangkok period are in this 
genre. Today the purpose of p� tho has been broadened to ipglude 
the communication o f  messages 
. 
o . t -an those concerning love"046___ . 
ll9n nirat& The traditional travel lyric or Wpoem of absence.w47 
The word nirat is from the Sanskrit meaning w separation'R · · or �dea:2 
parture.• Before Sunth9n Phu aJJ nirat were composed in_ khlong_ 
verse. 
(e)  ne r\fang ( sometimes called nangi« kl9n) 2 This includes narra:ti ve 
poetry and even didactic versea:aessayso 
(d) Konlabotr Verses of this class are acrobatic tours de force in which. 
the poet employs certain structural. contrivances (such a palindrome�
acrostics, complicated alliteration schemes� etc o) . to demonstrate his 
skill 1n versification and amuse the readero48 
(e) nrn Suphap (ll9n Talat) �  llany- prosodists add this fifth category to -
al ow the inclusion· of miscellaneous·· 1yr1oal works not classifiable as 
k19n rttang (narrative) o The verse stru.eture ·"1s siiitply that of ftri:�• 
All of the lyrical poems tran�lated in this mon�aph"are of th s typeo _"
Classical Thai songs (phleng thai• doem) and rural folk songs (phleng ph� 
ml:tang)"51 being basically unwritten"9 do not belong i.n a� of the above 
categories of kl�,p even though they employ the �9n prosodic structur� 
Some prosodists.2 owever".9 consider them as an ad 1tional c ategory of 
kl9n kab r9ngo49 
Prosodic Structure 
The prosodic structure of al.l the poems translated in this monograph 
·is that of k19n=8 or kf9n=SUphap, or at lea"st some minor modification of ito ­_
The basic unit in al J hai verse is the syllable, and in all verse forms, ·· w1 th. 
the -exception of ohan, vowel length is irrelevant. The · rhythm is demareative 
(like Japanese and French syllabic verse)9 not metrical, and is produced by
the partitioning of syllables into fixed groups separated by an open juncture 
or a sharply marked caesura.SO The smallest o f  these groupings is the hem.istieh 
(line segment ) or wak, which in kl.9n-8 contains eight syllables. Two wa1c·"·"ma1ce 
a line or bat."51 !n'kl.9n (but not other verse forms) two wak are also said to 
form one kham kl9n, which is the minimum collection of syllables needed to f om 
a piece of verse. Two lines or bat constitute one bot or stanza. · The four 
hemistichs or wak of a bot are given name.i:i& aadap {or salap),  rab,"ryng and 
song, as show11 in the diagram below• 
These syllabic groupings are 1:i nlc�d by mans o f  compulsory external · 
riE schemes. External rimes are •masculjne" rimes9 based upon sylJ ables whieh 
� 
• •  
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a.re -- phonemically identical in quality and quantity of vowel1 (b�t not in tone) 
and final consonant, but differing in initial consonant. In -adciition to ex­
ternal rimes., the beauty of �l�n depends heavily upon the effect.ive deployment 
. of internal rimes, whic h inc u e alliteration ( "head rime"),. assonance., and 
Leonine rime. 'Ihe arrangemen"t of internal rimes is not fixed by-;rtile but is 
left to the artistic discretion of the poet; thus the diagram below does not 
p'rescr�be any internal rimes.; External �imes are considered as a natt,er of 
observing rules; internal rimes are considered as a natter of 11art. n52 
The structure or kl9n-8 as traditionally displayed bJ" Thai prosodists 
is as follows (where O represents a· syllable and". the lines c onneet the words 
in external rime) s 
sadap (salap) rab 
Bat l o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 
Bot 1 r9ng song 
Bat 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I
Bat 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;Q 
L
Bot 2 
Bat 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Note that the two hendstichs of each line are bound byi· riming the last syllable 
of the fi�st hemistich with the third syllable of the second, a practice which 
is reminiscent of old Germanic poetry. In actual practice there is some lati­
tude in that the last syllable of the .first· hemistich"may rime with any of the 
first five syllablese· of the second hemistich. However� the third. ql1able, as 
shown in the diagram., is the prescribed rule and is considered to create the 
most beautiful effect. 
There are also a number of semi-c ompuls ory prescriptions concerning ·the 
tones of the riming syllables, the most insistent beingt (a) the last syllable 
of the ,p hemisetich should have a rising t one and by allemeans avoid the middle 
_tone; an (b) the last syllable of the sopg hemistich should at.-all cost avoid 
the rising tone; other t ones may be used but the middlee- tone is preferred. 
While the above diagram is the c onventieonal Th�i method tor displaying
the prosodic structure of verse, the overall "shape" and sy11nnetry of klpn is 
revealed more clearly if' we place the hemistiches in such a manner that the 
riming syllables are directly vertical to one another t 
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Bot 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !  
I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Bot 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0  
Bot 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 0  
. I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
I 
o o b o o o o o 
I 
The above configuration could be described as a •terrace,•· and this feature 
neatly differentiates k19n from all other Tbai verse forms.when displayed in 
the same way. 
To provide an intuitive feeling for the -effect of the · kl.9n rime scheme·,:
we offer a well lmown folk poem in �� · The Vinahs. Bird- ·Lament., wh·ich Gra.ham: · ­
has rendered into English bY maintaining the same rime scheme and mimber or-·· ·e
syllables as in the Thaio53- Grabame1 s version thus consti�utes an English verse 
following k19n-8e· ruleseo The original Thai ·1s given here in Kary H&&lss' tran-·· · 
seription system, with a f-ew self--evident modifioationso 54 The Terse-consists 
of four lines or eight wako The external rimes in the Thai are exactly as 
required by the rules. 
n6g kinfu th9:ng kh�,;ng raw taei lchw kitn 
paj riiain kh9tn kllb eh �egw sra nf t 
.chicM ch�tng · la¼raj nlmcaj k:h�_t
tid n6g t�i lietw k9 long j�i krong th9ing 
ph9 t phlld phlid paj � caj t�etg
thiegb c� pllle:g mlj :micig thtg ciw khitng 
bun pht n,,j m! d�j rGam et.. khb th9tng 
dij prakh9:ng kbiang kan thiwn,n - oej 
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Graham' s version is as follovrst. 
The V1nah once my pride., my own, .,
Has fiown off with the Popinjay 
.. . . 
Ah me& what shall my poor heart say?
Left, for gay and gaudy parrot. 
-Broken my heart., Oh cruel fate · 
Changed my state, we meet not again.
Luckless,. · ·a11 hope to  hold vain. : .
I feel our"love is at an end. 
.. 
To •achieve his effect, Oraha1J\i'1ad to take considerable libertye·with the
:original Thai meaning. The fol.lowing · \•is a more literal translation provided by
the present writert 
The Jf1 nah bird., mine· -from former times .
Has gone off with the parrot, perch and all 
. . . 
ilasl Damn my heart and character . 
- · ·· . 
· . , . 
You -fell for that bird and - so -havee- strayed from y-our golden cage 
' - . 
.ls soon as you fled my heart broke 
I 'm almost changed beyond recognition, you'd not know your owner 
Uy merit was so smaJ"l, I didn't -get to dwell with you, Minah bird 
I only got t o· carry youe·ecarefully, close to  me, and that 
was all - oei l 
. � ,, - ' ' ·, 
.� . . ' ., � ., 
.
. . . .. . , · .  
, ' ' .. ' 
' 
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PART III: TRDSLATIONS 
KUNLASAP RUNGRODi 
Miss Kunl-asap, whose· real na.me is Kunl-asap C�ngrot., is ·perliaps · the 
JJ1ost prodigious of the dek poets o ·· Her verse· is heavily of love�· and"· ·  the · pain­
,flllnees of reality-o In These Places r· ]:.ove· - she eharacteristieally identifies 
)lerself with nature and displays an almost mystical awareness of the invisible ·
forces that threaten to dissolve this identification. 
These Places I Love 
I love the stars the moon, the friendly sky.,r love the rice fields rippling in the breeze 
-And the constant sound of flute, -· · 
I love the golden sunbeams that light the sky throughout the day• 
I love the groves of trees distant but within the eye's reaeh, and I love the 
· ·broad sky., _ . 
I love to watch the sc-attered floating clouds that ·"1ure me to a daydream, 
I love the small birds joyfully sharing their love for each other� 
Ohl I love them all so firmly, my love is like the l.ove for •a friend for ·life.·
But life., th-e �sterious one, is so fulJ at times with strife,· 
Increased with in.felicities so numerous before me, · 
They frighten zey- sou1?5 perhaps to force me to depart; 
I do not want to listeno 
Those"groves beyond ereate a sound like someone whispering, · .It startles my- heart •and I , -arise •and peer f e.arfully ·about 
.Only to see the clouds cling:ing to the stars, and ·lonely is my mi.m, --
Are these persistent sounds I hear designed to increase the mystery of the night? 
. .. 
Do these so11nds foretell I must depart from these places that I lovef 
.Fram IrlY' friends - the moon and all the colorful stars ..
From the overflowing. rice fields, the tune of flutes, ·the sunbeams, 
From the lovely birds that fly from brallch to branch - a11 the��? . 





Even though thrdi�out the world I would fina· ·numberless"·· other things to love 
They do not suffice in loyalty to bind my".life and spirlt
As do these places I profoundly love, steadfastly love,
Had I to ·1eave them far from view, I would return. 
If there be some merit accumulated from my past deeds 
·Jlay it allow me not to forsake these places that I 1ove., · .I pray that the · :murmuring phantom that sets my soul to flight 
Will not force me to forsake these places. 
- 21 -
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·lliss Nari is -a young · oatho1· ie weman wh-ose 
. 
poetry is ·. not.a,ble for its · · · 
awarenes,s ofethe eontrtast between th-e spiritaal qaalit:ies of nature...and the· 
anxious untrustworthy world
. 
of · man• 
.. This theme is _eprominent in To ·the Sea 
where she overtly- abandons worldly aspirations and trusts, anq seeks refuge in 
·nature, which in the end will prevail ovier man . ,and his un.sc:rupulon.sness. 
To the Sea 
A_ wild and completely quiet jungle has been found 
:With a coastline lonely but pleasan\ · ., . .
Far from the haunts of man - the brightly colored places 
The dangerous places where •tis foolish to venture. 
The sea, with unimaginable depth . . .
With j'OlJDklnsely noisy songs continuously heard,
l love you because you hide no secret 
You. are tner than ma.nkind 
Whose truth cannot be fathomed. 
Of all the innocent things of nature 
Th.at I have dared to make _ the _dwelling place of my mind · 
From the long years of childhood past, and even now, 
l have given my thought to you alone. -
J·ehad hoped to mingle my life with the world, 
1· aimed my sorrowrs e-arthward 
To seek my heart.' s conssolation in the oneness of man, 
But the mind is not yet ready for this purpose. 
. . ·The sound of roaring waves incessantly reverberating leaves me alone and 1onely,
The wandering vesse1s which sail along your .. 5.urfae-e ·e- < •
Those men who imprint the world with evil are only d:Jmmert by you,
Since their power reaches but to  the wate_r• s edge. 
Although the sea is still and even surfaced,e· 
It may capsize a ship, sinking it from vi.aw, . ..e.And swallow men ' s  lives with all their valuable properties 
So only foam is .ebriefly seen, then nothing more. 
But yet, my most beloved sea,.
�hough you be blamed for cruelty, 
You are not a hypocrite 
Your cruelty is not more severe than the treacherous mind. 
1ly seal I cannot hide my heart from you., ,,
· ·Ky old bright innocent hope ·and faith ·· 
Are vanquished now by the hypocrisy of mankind ' s  way,e.
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SA.WAT THOJlGSICHAROEN 
·In common with a nwaber of ·other 'dek poets, 11r. Sawat.· ·shOl'ls a strong. 
·eentimental -attachment to nature. The 1-ast stanza of lleditations-·"on Love · ·
revealsethe motivation behind this atta�hment, wldch, incidentally, isealso a._cultural theme recurring throughout much modem Thai poetry. 
Meditations on Love . 
I love .the golden eyebrow that ·"w�nders in the sky to the delight of the world.
I love the ocean's waves, playing sweet ·"songs.l love �he cicadas that. make"sounds of nmsic in harmny wit� tlowillg streams 
I love the wind that blows against the dancing, tossing l;;>amboo groves.
, . . 
I love the fire-.n�es fl.oating iri the air as if to play hide-and-seek 
I love the fiovrers with ..upturned cheeks,-ready to sm11e eheerfully
I love the .carpenter be�tles and :the bees that nmniur ' while dancing to and .fro 
I love ihe cold dew drops that lie scattered about the forest . 
I· love the silver sunb�ams that ·penetrate through gigantic cl�ds 
··I love· the· h� :pitnbed . aou•nd, of the· coc.icero• that announc.ea · the dawn 
I lOYe the \7ellow-robed monks in theli· untarnished benevolence toward the Thai peopl 
I love the citizens of faithful spir.�t tt. . . . 
I leve the bright sunlight that mitigates the cold winter.
I love the plentiful. ripe rice-sheaves, 1raiting for the harvest 
I love the water, clear ae .". a : mirror in whose reflection the sky is swung to sleep
I·1ove the pine"· t rees tossing their tops as if to pray for mercy •· 
I love t he· last sunbeam as it kisses the water -· .
I love the dark rocks, the_"large beach that encircles the eJjff
I love the night, that· gradual.'ly spreads out the twinkling stars over the breast 
of the sky . . . . .
I love all these things": because they cause no harm. 
' .·:. 
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Miss Cha�si is atther best iri the- •dreem-autistic•· mood •e -I.:i.ke many _ ·other dek poets, sh� feels a disturbing incompatibility with ·her s times - and . · 
surro11ndingso But her reactions are -quite different: &he tums inwa.·relly· tq an
assertion of her own internal resources. This posture is typified in Till. Li fe ' s  
Emo 
Till LifeeJ s End 
)low my mind is very bright
Thou� in total darkness
With the stars and moon gradue]]y disappearuig from the
I do not care a whit · · - · · · 
That the hopeful brotherhood of man willenot be found. . 
Though now there are thunderbolts-
.ind no sweet sound -of music is . heard,i· _ .·Only the rushing sound of the cockcrow startles thee�
Am the barlcing of a frightened dog alarms the heart. 
But this bright and powerful light within 
Can dispel the darkness and dread of night,
lly faith is ever constant, firm against change 
Through tri�tion and pain I will endure. 
While the earth revolv-es round · and round 
Soon there may come some bright hour to light the path 
.lnd make a faint golden light of dawne·above the universe.,
And the ideal world of human-kind will appear • 
.i
Alone in the night., my heart beats.,
The hours so dark as if to cause my life to miss _its step.,
But all the while I hear the faint so11nd of iu.u,nony
Whose lyrics are the most precious that can emerge from. the m.indo·
. . 
.
· - ·- . ' . - ' -· 
·Like the celestial waters that take leave of- the light rays in the sky 
And descend in drops to strengt,hen theeffisee.,andepeaeeful heart., ··e
These two small hands will continue on, following the brain that controls the sp.rit, 
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Chetsada Wi�hit i-s the , penname ,o:r· Wi�hit Pin�b.:lnda, -,a yormg n(fKspaper­
man who shows spec�$l skill in creating· close· personal images of the world_· . .. . .
around him., u·sually · against the backdrop of his, own social values •.. Hise
. You Are · · 
Not a Courtesan". is an interesting example of a challenge to both the. past and,
.present which is ·felt ·ny ·many- you.ng Thai. ... · : 
.... M •+ > ·• . , 
. . ,... . 
. ' :· ' , 
You Are Not a Courtesan 
Young !rien4 o o .  
Iour sp irl. t is innocent. . ' . 
�d pure as moonlight,
This will never be forgotten by men. 
. . . . . . 
You -are pure and fair., bright·e·and shining,
Lilc,e the scattered stars d1mJy gl•ittering throughout ·"t-he: sky:J · . " · 
You possess more virtue than th� celestial beings of Indra' s  palace,
You must, therefore� always·eremember this. �-
Do you · think . .
That you are a scented thing, to be used as a pleasant refreshmentf 
j. flaurer for a m.an• s decoration 
As the wicken would pretend! 
.._ 
·You are not a woman whose duty is to feed tne· .young... · 
Nor a woman o,f low price, paid just the sum p;roposed, 
You are not a lady of the palace, nor a courtesan· 
To any sovereign or king. 
Fair one 
Tour innocence surpasses weirds, • , · 
You must walk with man, together., s_ide by side · · 
You are not the bind legs of an elephant, ase· is usual to expect.57 
... 
. .
Your two arms can embrace the world and, :make .it cal.in, 
Stand erect alongside man, 
Res�l ved to fight the unjust world · · 
And destroy it allo 
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. .. In · To an Endearing· llaiden . Mr. Ratana also writes: · of Thai. womanhood,
but in a very different vein ,fro+ :Mr•· ·Chetsada. This ·-poem · gives ii� an image
of the gentle . --and rese:rved qu.,alities whichehave been traditionally. associated.
with the ideal Thai feminine character. The poem was wxi.tten ab�t ten years
ago when rapid postwar social changes were beginning to cause some uneasiness. 
l(y" la dy -
So reserved and gentle, you invite love 
Like a bird srmggl.ing attentively over her nestJ-
Your soft form is slender and beautiful., ·e
Eyes as bright as a;amollds suspended· in the sky,
The curve of your eyebrow and your· eyes bring·· 1onging,
Your dimple steals the hea�. and makes one tremble 
And b1�s fast one ' s  fancy fn the hour of parting. 
Ky lady -
So reserved and gentle, you invite one ' s  quest 
·Like the clear moonlight, cool to the eye
Or lik-e a stream fiowing slowly; .
In the movement of your walk you are · · ·unsurpassed by the fiying swan .,
Your womanJ y decorwn is unequal)ed by any, ···· · · · 
!nd never with design to · lure the heart do· you..ofeign to turn a:wa:y
Or indirectly p.:rovoke a me.n' s  - desire with money as your object. 
., 
That fair one
ls the being I set my-self to praise
:Because she holds her name in honor,
Free from sel.f-illflation, flattery, and �elf-exaltat:i.onj · ··e,
Her gesture of salute to  friends is without hate or contempt; 58 
·She _is like a brilliant gem · · · ..
Her life's ideals impress the lotus of one ' s  heart,
Her worth is more precious than the earth and sky. 
That fair one .
Is the being I set my heart upon, wiih out decline or revocation,
Because she is of the highest__ purpose without the- boldness of impudence,
She is fully blessed, p<:$Uil.:lof all a 
.,
woman's rights,
Her thou.ght and wisdom are as those of a sage, .
Talented and clever, combined with the highest honor,e_
More valued than the stars and moon at night,
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PRAKIN CHUJlSil 
Gold�T:riiriined Horim:ns i s  p e.r.haps · 11rs·� Prakin t s  most widely
.. Jmow11- poem.-
In Thai •geld-trimmed hof.{'.�z·ons• is a - metaphor- for.-.: •daw11.,tt am suggests a 
•bright· tomor:HJW• and •hope of the�futttN..•1. Written under·"the· perrname· 
WO'eh�ni,"  this - poem is the title piece of a coUectio-n of her writ_ings, and'' V··".certainly stands . out as a very- -fine example 0£ •modem• !hai ver�· by· a mature 
Thai poet. ·Consult Part I for information on . her�."plaoe in contempo�ry poetry. 
Gold•Tr:immed Horizons 
J)ear friend,
lou have the right to row your way along an even.:.flowing river,· 
To walk straight through the dark jungle of night, · .
To refresh yourself to your heart's desire i n  the breezy wind; 
'fo sing a harvest song to cheer the tapering rice sheaves 
.And smile 11'1 th the smile of the tvn nkJ i.ng .estars., · · ··  .T,o gaze meaninglessly at the grass, with tears .in your eyes 
And feel deep bitterness toward the dark world; 
To play joyfully as the fiying swan,
jnd now and then to sigh with· the tossing-p1-es,. .'fo sow happiness among the hearts of men · 
'fo bear great suffering that fills the heartJ 
To clear the P!:lth that delivers the poor," · _
To take ·your leave of tresses, soft as silk,·· .
To be bold enough to gaze in any man 's eye,
To devote willingly all you possess;"--
'l'o live for the sak-e of those yOli love,
To destroy to dust the wicked, . . . .To attain the destination to which you strive, 
To remain upright as long as the world enduresJ 
,A,J] - this, for the sake of the sickle-shaped.moon and_"her remote friends, 
·For- the swaying bamboos that mock the mountains, · · · · · · · 
For the lonely sight of rice sheaves strewn throughout thee.fields,
For the sake of the gold-trimmed horizon, the symbol of daw11. 
. 
� 
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.PRJ.KDT CHUlfSAI 
· r  Have Just Realiz�d i'fhist' 
;hat look in the eyes ·that reveals the strong-mindedness o:f . the :;born. fighter,.
And the · · beautifultmoutht ·:ruby red, c ompelling, ., , ;·cl:eant complete1y"· a11veFresh, ., 
Without the pai�ted twith lipstick.strange and unnatural look of one . ' . . 
J.nd the figure slender as a bamboo . reed., 
Too strong for comparison with a flower, 
'fhe darkly tanned skin burned by sunlight, 
But still fresher than adorned with cosmeticst.: ;one 
Perhaps , my love 1 at this t:J me 
I was crazed and prone to jealousy
At the bodily beauty that yields sweetness like :.-thet··tnorieycomb
Continually offered in the hope of arousing more desil'"E)·• 
I lmow you mnst rise at three in the morning 
Unafraid of all sorts of danger, so daring,· 
In paddling your boat along rapidly, shortening the distance by passing througtlt canal• · Alone with your younger sister, just t1'0 maids together.
. .. 
Jou mst padd1e ·against the wa·ter•s violentt-·tflow ·· . .
At the peak of your strength·, amt, strain your slicnilden, -- . · To gain but a few satang ffimall eoini/ of profit J still you are_tmost patient�
As the poor must usually be; honest but thinking nothing of fear. 
And again,$) my dMrest at that time ., 
Ky brain was so sha] low and full of folly .
+t dared the insolence of thinking, with the ignorance of a contented mind, 
That your daily chores were just -an -aet of fun, -as -,would "-be n-at-ural to the lowly rnlrmi::1 
But seeing you stand· patiently 
,&mid the hot sun's rays where fine people in great haste 
T alee shelter fort_ fear their skin would burn, 
You» in spite of that, seem more attractive than words describe. 
You embrace the sugarcane bundles to tie them tightly
So heavy indeed - you have never been a ··trobust g·irl; 
ilthough cut 1n the tJlleek by a sharp sugarcane leaf 
Jou still smile broadly and happily. 
At that moment, my dearest, I repente4,
For a •nd though wrapped in sjjk 
Does nott.tshine forth happiness 
As the one in blouse so black and soiled with sweat, 
It draws little interest from otherst. 
. . ' 
.In the beginning I saw your cheerful sm:i J � 
Beside the hearth in the cooking place, busy helping to- · make the meal . . · With the old and young close by, teasing one ..tanother ·..· · ..t · · 
In a joyful way, forgetting all cares, becoming fresh at heart. 
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Jou sleep beside your sister., looking· very""Iovely
:i,ike some arresting picture always sou.ght b y  artists.,· .With � small knife close by 
· .."
In the attitude of a mother bird guarding her young. . .. 
.lt that nx:,ment, deare·st, I could only 
Qaze perplexed at you so  alive,
In thought bewildered 
.,
and . .profoun:l,
Impossible to portray in words. 
I long only for a kiss on' that lovely hand 
That appears so rought., so hardened.,
For that pair of hands is a stream of water 
Flowing on and rendering faith most gentle, most appealing to t he heart". 
� 
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The following &akawa from the newspaper Siiain Rath; ·1s by the· famous and 
controversial editor and writer, Jl9m.. Raehawong KiMkrit·ePramot. It.eis .ean ex�e1.:..­
lent example of the· -sub-tle and ·eclever joumalis'.tio verse· tnat -d-elights the Thai -: 
The poem refers to the then-Prime ·Minister Phibun Son.gkhrem ·-whose ; wife- had gore•· 
abroad da:ring the Thai cooi se:iison, lceavh.'lg- the Prime 11:inisi'ier1s- mistress un­· ·
rivaled. This verse compares the mistress, - who ·ewas gNatly admired by the public, 
with t-he -wife who was somewhat lesse, admiNd�e. _Xn so -doing, the poete-: ·alludese· to., 
classic·
. 
a well lalown verse from the ancient Thai , . Phra L9; a translation of these 
lines is given at the end of the . sak�wa� 
· ·Note that a sakm must contain only eight lines (in English ) .  {In. · 
�hai it consists of four lines or eight hernistichs.} · · The � suooinetness required 
py this constraint deman::ls great deftness on the p-art of the writer. Note· also· 
that the first word of the first ·11ne must. be i3,akawa, a word of unclear orlgin 
·but which in commentary or argumente· is usually considerea to mean roughly "I 
submit that • • •;• In this sense it is used in formal prose de'bate as the . .  .
:i,.ntroduction· to an argument. The v·ers·e mttst end with the wore oei., a euphonie 
word (khams9i) which is used to make the sound _�- f the last line more pleas�g. _ ' to the ear. · · · · 
This verse is Selection No.e,5o· in Jlosel, · ·, ·survey of Classical· Thai· 
I
roet;z, and is recorded in Tha.i on the aeoompanyi.ng tape •e..e.e. 
The Cold Winds 
Sakawa ...:.. the cold winds are blowing., ..
·eDf!' love refreshes the senses - who could �ompare'!To embracee
·Ohl The cold winds retum and recal)
My thought to my partner in strife who had to leave me for afar, 
,. 
·A hundred mistresses are they equal to one's wife? 
But., 
., .. . .a humred -wives, oan they compare with:..:you, my: l<>vef · 
You, whose skin is creamy and delicate so fair complexioned., b right and lovely, .,
l think of you., fil3' soul, each d ay and night - o_eil · 
The lines from Phra L9 are: 
A hundred mistresses cannot compare with onee1 s wife., 
A thousand wives are not as precious as one•s mother. 
• • 
•  •  
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_ _  
word, 
· This journalistic poem· 1·s a· d9ks�i from the Jlay 30, ·1959, ·· edition o-fSiam Rath. It appeared at a time when t�e Tnai government was receiving a 
number of offers · from foreign investors to build oil refineries. 
---· · · -·-·· - - ·· · 
Notice the eonstru.ction of" the first ·11ne. In Thai it must consist of 
• t.wo-syllable word
�-
and the euphonie word oei
. 
-arra1lged. in such . a manner that .,
the - first syllable of the two-syllable word occurs jmmediately twice with the"· 
oei placed between the repetitions� If X and Y are the t'WO syllables of the 
the format is, 
x oei X-Y ·: 
In the present poem the first line in Thai is: 
Rong - oei ronglclan 
where rongklan means "oil refine�• This gives the first line a very pl.easing
sound to the Thai ear and serves to � announce in a vocative rnawer the subject ·· 
of the poem. Very often oei adds a sense of· affection, admiration, or sympathy
for the subject so announced. And as with sakawa, the ·1aat word of the line 
wst be oei. 
Oil Refineries& 
Refine - oei refineriesl 
Now they arouse great industrio"usness, 
If permission _is given to  all proposals, Thailand would be filthy with· them 
For person after person has propositioned . the �6ver.n.ment asking to e stablish them. 
In the past not one person was seen to  come forth and ask to build them, . 
But now they are delirious over oil refineries .._; - - -n-ow·- droll I 
Each would build his own - so many that they would be like �pawxishops, 
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Fear of Corruption 1s
Kay 24, l9.59. 
.· � the."Si•m· 
. .."
Fear of Corruption 
•I fear corruption,• so said �e Prime Jl1ni.ster 
•:r fear so much that I 1m all a-tremble• 
I trust no one, so filled am I with fear1 ." . ,My- fear is nmch greater than any fear of ghosta.-S9. 
I£ I order any business of government 
I feel hesitant £or my fear males me"· squirm,
If someone asks me to listen to any proposal whatsoever 
J fear each time that he will go astray· · 
Because dishonest men are in every holdJ · 
And so I wince and almost do not sign my papers
Fearing ilJlat some secret may be hidden behind themJ ..
As soon as th�y get rrr:, signature they start some foul playl
My- country is damned to ruin a:nd· destmction, · · - · · -Because of all the crooks who wait to indlilge in ·rrau�, · 
It becomes so thin and destitute that only the �keleton JemPiDs. --- ...  . . . . 
... . . . ".While the crooks· gr<>W fat and content."...•In truth I do fear cor:ntptionl• His Excellency declares,
"As if I were beset with rabies, iiqpt:>ssible· to· oure,
Ho matter how cautious I be, it does not abate,
They are clever enough to cheat every aay.• 
When I hear these co1111>'laints I am t:m'ly glad• 
lfor he who fears other things . is reaJJy a coward . .. ...iut rear of corruption is thle best fear of all.'J 
1,'he more Your Excellency feels afraid, the· greater your power will . gr01r,Ivery crook is afraid of the Prime 1(im1 .ster · · ··- -· · · ·  ·· - -.With a fear so great that -even the raising of his hand would cause them to flee;.
The goal of suppressing them wo11ld disp�l them, for they are not nl1Jllerous,
And would give good officials a chance to do their work;.If the Prime Min1 �ter contiDUAS to fear dishonesty
Then we, the courage0t1s Thai people,
Need not fear the evil -class· 
And would set ourselves to e arn 01:1r ·living in nappiness.•
If this were done our land would prosper,
And when aJJ the confusion had·ereaehed an end,
We wou.ld be happy and eheerfnl,
A hundred and one problems wou1d dim1n1ef3h 
Because Thailand would have finished nth co1-rt1ption - oeil 
. ,... 
•a kljn-8 wliieh. .appeared in . R•th on . 
Prf.me,o.f'new- gaverruient ·"The poem appeared at a.time when the.
111ni..ster Sarit Thansrat was making a great ado about dishonesty in gov�1'Rlllent. 
�. . •· - - . 
APPENDll A 
Bibliography oi' Materials · on Thai Literature 
Written in Westem Languages 
The following list is intended to be rather eomprehensiveto .Only·­
t:re.nslation.s -and a few highly specializi<l -articles have been knowingly omit­
-tedo The work by Gallois (La. '  Lan . e et- la Litterature du Ro rime Thai on 
de S»JP.) mentioned in Scliweisgu.th 9 a bibliograp - see em Noo .13 · -e 
has not been identified or inspeatedo 
1. Jmunan ·Rajadhon9 P�. A Brief Surv-ey of Cultural Thailand (Thailind-·cu1a:,
ture Seri-es loto 2) 9 Bangk:ok8 latiorial Cultupe Gent-er9 1953· (and variou-s other - - ­
later years) .  Barely more than a brief note» devo·ted mostly to the Thai version. 
of the Ramayana. 
, . 
2 • Anuman ·Rajadhon9 Phra. Thai LiteN.ture ad Swasdi --Rak• (Thailam 
--
·cu1ture 
Series No� 30)» Bangkokg National Cufture Institute.o 19,56 0 A brief- ·tdisoussion 
of �ight classic poetic works which were selected-by th-e former Royi.1- ·Institute 
in 1914 as being the best -exflmples· of Thai literature- in - each of· several genre 
of compositiono .Also appended is a brief discussion and translation of 
Sunth9n Phutts Sawatdi Raksa. 
3. Bhakdij) Sa�yude. · lltS:iame_� Literatu.re»tat in �.- -T o . Shiple"Y, (Ed�)D Eri2'?1opidia 
of Literaturet9 Vol. 29 Philosophical Library,\) 19469 PPo ·842�46. A · very sketchy
�em1 -historical account containing a few general comments about V4Prse forms� 
themes9 -and poetic languages, together with several rather free �ransl�tions� 
4e Bl-anchard $ �ndell » -et• al. -Thail-and - ( C cnmtry Suriey Series) 9 · New Haven g
F111Mn· Rela tioas - Area File·s� �89 ppo · 41ii=h77 o A short note mentioning some of' .. 
the major classical works and authors» with some attention to modem literature. 
Contaiens a number of errors of facto 
5o Far Eastern Association of Tropical lledicineto Si:amg· General and ¥eaicu·� 
Features» Bugkokg Bangkok T:illlea Press; ·  193-09 PPo 1i6=5&.-- A very general fi!s.­
toricJ account with · a disproportionate emphaiiis given to the earliest periodos,
Only a few of the major works and authors are mentionedo 
··- •• • • • •  •• ..... '- ' · . M • • V • . ,._,. 
60 Gra�amD Wo A. Siam� A Handbook of Pra�tical Comin.ere1aB!2and Political .·
Infomationt Volo .29 London8 ll�inder Jlor:ing» 1 · 4.v PPo 26 880 Concerned ,_,
mostif with v•rse forms»t a few legends and folk ta1eso Contains translations· 
of excerpts from a n]ratn a he rua9 and a klffn=-Bo .. . • - .... . �· .. . •  ff · -c-=a=::, . 
7 
-
.:LewD C-aptain James O - �Ch Si-ame-ee Lit,erature �lit Asia tie Research.is (c:aJ.cu.tta) � 
Volo 209 Part 2 (1839)J> PP• 338-392. ·tDevoted to an \1Jlt1Yste111.tic display of 
ted Thu and freem1:merous -•ampl�s of the many poetic forms in translitera-
Eng.1:1sh translationo The 00D1I1ents about prosody and verse forin are rather 
meaningless and puzzlingo There is reene:iderabl-e confusion of the names of 
works and with D8me li of poetic formso The t:NDsliterations -are hopelessly 




,,, . . ···-
The Bishop was appa-re�ly aware maliily of the - reli­
Consists largely of a few examples in translation (such as 
APPENDIX A {Continued) 
· .. 
8 .  11osel., James N. A ·survey of Classical. Thai Poetry. Bangkokte- Bangkolc Yorld 
Press, 1959. A very general introduction -to types of p09_try, verse forms, and 
principles of ve-raification, nth fifty ex-aJJ¥>les � Tha4 . illustrating ·tlie maj or 
verse forms and poets o The� - examples are recorded on ·an -accompanying tape. ·
(Both manual and tape are obtainable from the author, the · Library of Congress, 
·or the Paragon Book Gallery-, New Yorlc o )  · 
·9o Mosel, James N._ · ucontemporary Thai Poetry,•- . United ls-ia (Bombay) , vol. 12 '.•
Woo 2 (1960), PPo 159-1650 An overview of .the backgr�:·and . tr.ends of contem- ' · · ·  
porary Thai verse, with translated excerpts from theeyounger poets0· · - . : · ·-..; 
lO o Pal.lengoix» J o  B-. (llgro) Description du Ro-�
ume Thai on -·eSiam, Vol o 11
Paris g 18-54., pp o 3-99-4150 
gious literature. 
the Trai Phum and the lraha Chat ) ,  some of which are difficult· to identify• No 
discussion of authors, literary forms_p or historical d.evelopmenteo _· 
.. ., .. .. . . . 
ll. Pavie, .lllguste. Recherches sur; laeLitt6rature dueCambodge du Laos et du. 
Siam., Parisi Leroux, 1B9Bo Presents only a few legends and fol·� tales. .. . . 
.e.l2o Pu.rachatra, Premo 99Thailand and Her Eiterature»" The Diliman Review ·
(Qtiezon City, University.of the Philippines ) ,  Volo 6,p .. N.oso  2::Ji (1958), PP• 251-
2660 A well done historical· review of some of thee· best known classiea and 
poets. Contains several rather free literary translationso 
- . . . ·• ... . . . '..' . . ' ' 
13. Schweisgu.th, Po Etude sur la Litteratu.re Siamoise, Parist Imprimerie 
Nationale .9 19510 The most complete treatment - availableo The approach· ·is ·­.
pistorical. Contains a few errors of fact, and nunlber of" incomplete · arid mis.;.e· · 
i-eading st.atements. The translations are o ccasional J y faulty and often nothing 
more than paraphrases. The method of citing sourees detracts from the book ' s  
schol.arly usefulness o 
·14. Sibunru.ang, J o Kasem. "Litte'rature Siamoise,e11 in Ro Qu.eneau. (Ed;),  
Histoire de Litteratures., Volo 1; Pa-rist Enoyclopedie de la Pleiade, · · 1955, . 
ppo 1362-136310 I· sou.ndl' objective., and rapid historical accqunto Contains a 
few translated excerptso 
l5o Siwasariyananda, Dr. Witto "literature," ·· in Ninth Pacific Science 'Congress, · . -Tha:i.Jand - Past and Present 1 Ban,gkok!· Thaielfatana Panich, 1957, PP• 71-74 � . A .· : .well...written but somewhat superficial articl-e o Provi-des the single best overview 
of the historical development of Thai literature in Englisho Appears to be an 
up=dat:ing of item Noo 5 above o 
160 Siwasariyananda, Dr. Witt o "An Outline of Thai Literature·,• ·reprinted 
from the Australian magazine Hemisphere { date unknown) in th_e B·angkok Post,
Bangkok.1> April 14., 19590 Essentially a 1·ew1·ite �f item No. 15. ��oveo 
17.  Thompson, Virginiao Thailand - the New Siam, Macmillan, 1941, PP• 762- · ·- ·· ··· 
769. A very uneven semi-historical aeeou.nt, drawn mostly from other works listed 
in this bibliography. The transliteration occasionally contains serious errors; 
sometimes the a-ame work is discusse'I: · in two different contexts wi thou.t awareness 
that it is the same wo rko Unique f'0r its inclusion of several pages on modern 
Thai literatureeo 
46 . 
APPENDIX A (Contimled) 
18. VAJ)a, Ya.ltero Sjam Under""Rame Ill (llono·graphs o:r· the"eJ.ssociation tor ..Asian Studies loo h), Jo J. lugu.stin, 1�57, chapter··4 essim. . brief· but · 
dependable introduction to"· the place of Thai literature a-.>ng the arts, the 
major verse forms and principal poets of the period 18214 -1851. 
- . 
19. llhynent, A. Neville Jo •Siamese Langu._a� arid.Literature,�- in Enc{I
l��dia 
Britannica, Vol. 20, 1957, PP• S96 597. ln extremely unsati-sf'-actol"T·--art c e.-
Appears to be based - almost ·entirely upon· Graham1s_"articl-e ( item· ·wo. 6). 'There·
are severa1·m1sspell1ngs and misstatements of fact. Scarcely arr,- major work 
or author is mentionedo 
•• < ··� •• • 
•• •  




lo See Prince Bidyalankarana, "The Pastime · of Rhyrne�llaking and Singing ·
in Rural S:1am," Journal of the Siam Society, XX., Part 2 (1926 ) , e,. 101-127. -2 . •  · - . . .· . . . . .  -
2o  For, a discussion of both - --ldndes of oceas·ions witn examples, see 
.Konrad Kingshill, - Ku Da.eng - the Red Tomb., Chiengmai: Prince Royal' s  College
1960, PP• 114-125; 248-450. ltingahill"_ also cites a case where a villager• se· _ 
., 
success in composing a poem to celebrate the opening of a wat library was. ., ap-
parently a factor in his being elected to lay officee� the temple. Ibid. ,  pg6 127._e
. . 
3 o  Rema I, th-e first king of the Bangk-ok - -petiod, was founder of the 
present Chakkri dynasty; h-e reigned from 1782 to 1809. Heneeforth· · •all dates 
which follow the names of kings indicate the periods of· their reigns; _ Note _,thi.t 
kings of the Bangkok pa riod ( and thus -of -the Chakkri dynasty) bear the historical · 
title of Rama in addition to their coronation nameseo This practice -wa,s begnn- ·by· 
King Wachirawut (Rama VI) -and has the convenience- of indicating at· ·once·· the exact 
reign _ of the Chakkri lineo See- J. N-. Mosel, "ThaieN"aities., ·eRanks,e- and Titles," 
Washington D.•C .t Foreign Service Institute ,  -Department of State, 1958, pp. 1�.., · 
•• ... 
. .  
4. For an account of this circle _in ' Thai,· see Dhanit-· Yupho., Somdet PJ:ira 
Harai -Jlaharat Lae Nae· rat Ratchak-awi - 1ai· ·Rateha-samai · (King · 1ara1 · ·th·e· --oreat and 
ontemporary ages an oets , Bang o , · 9 .• 'eThis book contains almost a']]
that is know11 of the personalities at the court of King Narai. 
. . 
5o For details of this incident and an English t'ranslation of Prinee·­
Damrong1 s poetic reply, see J. N. Mosel, "A Poetic _Translation from the--Siamese ­
Prince Damrong' s  · Reply in Verse to Barna V ,• Journal of the Siem Society, XLVIr,
Part l (1959), .. PP • 104-lil. _ , 
1 
. _ _ _ .. . _ _ .... _ _  _ _ _. 
6. �hao Phya is a title of �ability. Henc�for�h, those portio� of �!3_8 
which a re titles, either royal or noble, will be rmderll.lledo For an explanation 
of the Thai system of titles.,
·
- see l:ary R. Haas, •TM Declining De-soent-- Ru.le · for 
Rank in Thailand., tt · Americane.lntliropologist., LIII�e(l95l) ., ppo 585-587, and. J .  No 
Mosel, "Thai Names., Ranks., and Titles." .. : _ 
7 • Age plays a more important role in this distinction than would appear 
6\t first glance. This role is an interesting rei1.eetion of the general Thai·
eulture which places great emphasis on age-grading and the status diffe�noes 
with age. 
8. B·idyalankarana is the Prince' s  royal titular· name, conferred by the 
king by virtue of being placed in charge� of a krom or department of govermiento 
His personal name was (Prince) Raehani c·haem Chainrat;: his penname being derivEd 
from the underlined letters (the final t in-Chau1rat-is actually written with an .· . .s in Thai, although p ronounced as t) o Notice also "Bidyalankarau.11 is the 
!ndianist transliteration as preferred by the Prince himself. I n  the trans­
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9. A selection..from Nithan Wetan is selection No� · '12 of the poenjs .- re­
corded on tape to -�c_company· J� ••'JloN].;9 l�_Survey_ o� Clas-sie�l fhai-· Poe.tiz _:Bangkok1r Bangk-ok: World ·Press, 1959; (�ee pe.gel!for notes •on lithan Wetan� o-
Both maD11al and tape recording are obt,..1nable fr9111 the author or the Library- of 
Congress. 
. .lOo Birat and phleng yao are varieties of kl9ll verse•· The�e and other
forms of k19n ♦,> be mentioned shortly are describ�d in Part II, "09n Verse :·form.• 
: •· . .. . - - - . - . . .. .,.. .... . . ._ . . .. 
11. F<>r � :t,rlef' description of Thai verse forms and · -:r;echniques · or pro-
sody, see Kosel 9 Survey of Classical- Thai Pottt!7o_ _ __"_ _ _ .. . 
12o . For a fuller discussion of the tech.idqaes _ of -rhythm, see J•No.
Kosel, •sound and Rhyt}m. inThai and �glish Verse,• · :Phasas-Lae langsu . 
{Lango.age and Books) , (Bangkok)"s, Vol. 1, No. 2 (l9S9) ., r PP•29-34_., -
-.
130 For further details on· the sakawa; · se� ·Part II on Klon Verse Form,
and Kosel, .l Su:rTey of ClassicaJ.. Thai Poetrz, P•J.lio .. .. . :. . . _ .. . . . .. . . .  
-14. For an account of this develop•ent in"- Tha�, see 10mn 1Ji�hit,· 'ehak: 
_
Hks9i Sa&wa 11a T)lung Yuk nt11r
ot (F:rem J>tka,i and. Se� to�·-tae -Era 01·�"·tne ;
gnsotls an articl·e · appearing 7Ii S1nlapa J.ae- nontri (Arts and Kasie) seleetian 
of the magazine Sapadasan, September 26, 19$9, PP• 33-3.S�- .. _ _ _  . .- _ . . . . 
150 Tba1 land Jleits Bulletin, Pttblic Relations Department, Bangkok, 
November 6, 19590 
For further det4:1Js oil � !!2 Jch]n11g atrl !!!_ rHa• see llosel, ! 
Survey of Classical Thai ��Eb PP• 
. 
160 · . .  _ . .  _ _  
. .. _, 
London, 1�4; pg. 28:3.-
are from the".!! :rtia. 
Translation from 11'� A o  
Selections ·15, · ·19.,
b y  Prince Thammathibet. 
17 o ·"
••• - • • • -- • • ' - • '> . , ,.. - - · ... • .. • •• 
180 Inglish has no - exact coelierpart to Thai· internal and -extemal . 
rimea. For an .-xplanation of r1me� in the case of kltn verse,- see the section 
on •Prosodic Sti,icture• in Part II. 
. . . . 
· 
19o One of the"· most notable is the.. _narrati�e poem, Klint �hap .Halt ("Tiie 
-G�rttda Clawed t:ne Raga.- The Story of Jiiin::•ikvshrana•) DY Pha)ij&OOJ.le . T�ls work.,·
11h ieh appeared in 1931., is -a Thai rendition <>£ :-an - 1:Dglisi ·"translatiori- (by·· 13•. _
Hale Warthom) of a Sanslcrit work. Since lrorthoil' s English version employed
deeasy-llabic bl ank verse, the Thai translation follows a s:1m:Jlar practice. . . ' . .  . . ... ·· - - -· . .. .. - .. - -
20. Prince Bidya, ·"•Sebha RecitationJ the Ele-1ents"·of S:t ameS:Je Poetry,•
thought and Word, (Bangkok), . lo. 7 (Augast 1955), PP•24-320 __ · · - .·· · 
. , .
21. Kary- R. Haas,- 11Tha1 Word Ga11es, 11 lmeriqan Jonrnal of Folklore, 
lo. 70) (4Pril...June 1957), PP• 173-17.$. - _ _ _ ." _.·-
22. R1m'!s were of course a pronr1nent feature· in e·hinese poetry-and one 
might speculate that the Thai c ould have acquired :r1 me techniqo.es during the· .
period of their contact with the Chineseo I.ao· poetr.r, however, which is �ore 
primitive and conservative -than the Thai, am thl1s, is probablj' nearer to the 
umrritten poetry of the original Thai, makes spanti use of r:uae.· ·- · In any case,
rega,rdless of origin., rime. techniqn.es have at lea.t received prom::lnent develop­ment, -in t,he .nanas or tne--rhai. 
·arah8JP; SiMt, Vol. 1,"
on the tape acoolt)&BJing'Tosel,· ibid_.,·20
.. .. � ... 
49 
2·3 o In Tha� prosody alliterat�on and assonance --are analysed -. s varieties· i
of · "internsJ :r1mel" see the sec·tion on ·Prosodic· St;ru.eture ir Part. ll and
. 
Kosel,_ _
SurffY', PP• 2�J. Linguistically such-- pairs-a·re ex-ainples ...of . .ib'lauting. reduplica­. · 
tionJ £or a description of this· feature of Thai morphology, see Jlart R. Haas, · . . 
Outline of Thai Grammar ( dittographed) ., University of California, 19S1, pg. 10. 
• •.. . ·- - · • • • • • •  • ,. - ·- ,.,, J, • 
24.. See· C.  Bo Bradley-• •_The 'Oldest Knowil Writing in Siamese," Journal 
.of the Siam Sooietz, _V'I� Part 1 (1909):"., PP•18-21. . � 
. . ..25 0 The first three names" lik:e so many others, are pe�mes.· The 
.practice of writing ·under ·permames 
.,
was very widespread up to ·-about ten.· ye•rs..
ago; sire e then it has decreasedo Qi' special- iri.ter_est in-·this group is" " WNai 
Phi,L whose real name 1s Asani Ph�nlaehan.. · About· ten y-eers •ago h� :was very-. ..popular for his politic-al cou;,ientaries·"·and eriticisms of the government ;;,;,.. all·· ·
in verse. About five years ago he · disappeared 11ndFtr mysterious c ircumstanees 
·and his present whereabouts are u.nlmowno · 
260 Bangkokt Damrongtham Press, 19.57o 
27 . Bangkokt Du.angkamon Press, i956.'> 
· 28. For discussion of this see, Sara:rmk:rom Thai� ·Chabap·eRatc:tiabandit-satban:
.(Thai Encyclopedia, Royal Academy Edition) ,  -Vol. 1# BNlgkoks l&ngrf.ang Tliam Press, · .1955, . PP• 542-5440 Cb.an and kaJ? were also·"used with. a"· simjl.at. broader meaning at 
different periods in Thai liter&ry history; see •tnian _Sophon· {Chan mha.mwil.ai), 
Chanthasat, Tamr.tl Taeng Chan Lae ltap Thai Lae· Jlek:h.ot"· (P1us�dy: A Manual ori the. .
Compos-ition of Chan -and lap in Thai and Pal�), Bangkok:.·"_ 1931 (�o pu'bli�her given ) .  
. . 
290 Note, however, that the older meaning is ·still retained in"-the··· ."
modern Thai words, bot-kl.9n Bl.ld. kap-k:lr, two of the mmy terms_ ha.iring the mol.'8 
general meaning of ff poetry,• •verse, . or a:rq kj nd of poetic :writing. 
. ' , . .  ... 
. 30. For a brief discussion of tp:is question, s�e Plttang na Nakh9n, · ·  
Prawat·"wannak:hadi Tb.a1 (History of Thai Literature) , Bangkok, Niyom 1Jittha.ya Press, 
195'5, pg. s. 
31. Patitvatta (P.) or p&thy'ivatr& (Skt.)(Pattha:y'tiwat in Thai) - is one -- ­
of the ten vari•t es of the classlca:rhdic' metre oall-ed Yipma (p·�)- or_viaaitiavritta· 
(Skt.) which in turn is, one of the- three Cl&S:S�S of ,the.,more .basiq�iietre ca!1ed · ·
vutti tP.)· or vritta (Skto).  All -aa-si!l;e•al Ind_!an...;.metres-- -a�e cla��f�e�� .�� .eith�r· : . - .vritta or JHBt.1wv1:_!tta (-also :kllow11- -as, t'ti or �t:rae�as) •" In pathyavatta.•ach half-line (ear� �s sixteen sy-1 b es, e� two s�ch h-alf-:-lin�s fornr a · coup­··. , ,let. For the· �a.ms-nt forms of these metres, see the introduction to V.· s. Apte,.
The Practical San�krit-English Diotio�rz:, Bombay, ·1924. . � . .:-. . . .  . ." .. ." . 
320 · Thao Nhouy Abhai.1. . 
•La Versification,•. in France-Asia .. (Saigori) ,- · . .
Nos. l.18-119 (Karch-April 1956) , .pg. 1020 (a special issue devoted to . "Presence 
QU Royaume Lao• ) o  -· 
.33• There a re  a great number of such". entertaimnents (some being identi­
fied with ee�in regions) ,  such as:  pbleng· l?_ropkai, phleng · eh9i, phleilg · tat, · · 
phle5 rU&, phleng rabam, Ph�g· mal.td� ;jki, etc.� ,or a"_ desc�p�ion of �ome _ of. . _these, see �ce Bicl,-a'fankara»a, "The as j.me : of"Bhyrne--making aad Singmg in .
Rural Siam," Journal of the Siu Society., XX,. · Part 2 (1926), PP•l.01-127-o For 
a detai+�d account in- Thai,_". see Kont14Tramon, Jtanpal.8.� Kh9ng 'fhai (Tbai Enter- ..tainmenup , h,ngkokt Prachan Press, 19 o . . ., , 
__ _ _"
50 
Such activities are·· said to involve ·e1en· phlen;g, roughly, · "playing· a rime 
.game.• ·The word � in this case means"any sort .of' entertainment·· involving·"word..duels• in whicnmale and· fema) q· ·-eontestants sing their replies; -The · · · · · _
word k19ilsot means -any 1d m of verse"_. ectemporaneons�y couq,osed. · The type · of k19n · .prosody" empl07ed is teehnic•al� called an; a term - employ-ea for this purpose by. .-the poet �d pros�ist, � Tha11uer,�:lmo11, and U.Sed �-tn tliis· meaning by tlie· 
Thai En�lopedia1 Vol. 2\see footnote 28J o Originally• howe,1er, kan meant· · -.,ny k:ind of poetry, and·"the ll'Ord has been reintroduced wi�h"this ancient meaning
by the modern prosodist, Phzr.
Upakit S1ralapaean in his C'hantaJeak (V.ersilicaiion}.
Bangkok: Thai Wattbana Phard Pzaess, 1954, PP• l and 3o · . _ · . - ... - --· -· ...;. 
34. Phra '1'9rawet Phiait, Tea Tbai" (Princ�lea of the Thai J.ang11age}, 
Bangkok1 11'itthayalai Thflkn:2k Press, �,, pgo ihl • . _ 
· - ·  
.A
- - - . -· - --- ..,, - -· 
35. · As noted by Prince ·Damrong Rajamibhap in his discussion or· the· origin
of the srha, 'i'anman Sepha (History of the . Sep�), contained in the introduction 
to Khun han.g idmn Phaen, Bangkok, National : Library., 1927 o · · .  
-
· . . . a . . .... . . .. 
360 For a description of s2;;1; recitat:fon,. see Prince Bidyalankaran&, 
•Sepha Recitation and the Story· or. , ·. Chang lhun Phae•,• Journal.": of the .Siam 
Society, l X 1111, Part 2, (1941). � PP• 1-22. lOmn �han5. Ih�3.�n is thf:t most. _
;famous of all Sepha. For a discussion of the orig3ia of s•pha1 · .see l'htoo-ong_
(ibid.) and tke critique of Damrong"1s paper by ' Prime· Barit RanuwathilfOng . ·· · 
wi.8fum Rf:t;s 'l'baJPDBU Sepha (Critiqlle of the History of the Sepha), Rung Rhngt.ham 
P1ess, 19 {:reprint of a letter dated 1817) 0  �· -
37o Phra 11'9:i-awet Phis it, -� -ci:to, pg. 141.. 
. . 
.38. !!'b:Js ��ory has been ·rewritten· lllBl1Y tjmes_.: �e J. N. llose1_; _1.· S�!l 
of Classical Thai"Poe�. ll.J and Princeellhani nvai. •The Reccmstruct!on .
Qf Rama I of the· Chak . asty,� JoumaJ of the a1,m Society. n:.1 tr, Part .1 
.(1955), PP• 32-330 � _ � · · · 
· 39. For details in English abont Sunt�· Phuts.literary relations with·· -·Rama ll and especially Rama Ill, -see lfilter Vel:la, $,a. Umer Relna I Ii 1 ;llono-,,f ... · .
aral)hs of the Association for Asian Studies• Ho_�_ 1-Y �- 1-'-57•_ . . . . · . . ' '. . .  _ _  _. .40. 10.r-�- is al.so know11 by the old er ud less"Ja arned· term, kltn· talat· 
(market kftnl, ecause i�s .e.ase o:r compositio� �e it popular with �l_le:c«"�U _"_
people•" · t is also called kltn �P�P (p<?lite lcltn). 1 a more"recent wo� in�ro­. .dueed by �rinoe Damrong. These t era:J are"· used especi,a]Jy when kltj, 
is empleyed ·
in narrative and lyrical poetry or the ·1c1e pbleng class {q�v�).  · though the 
.kltn-8 format was adopted rather lat, as a written"form, .its ull.written form 1$ 
presumed to be the fore:numer of all other kil'.lds of lclfl!.prosody• ·"
hlo The best Thai reference on the · varieties o�a:trn is C�a, Satnethin,".
Tamra Tae?lg ntn (Text on n,n composi�i�n) , __ Bangkoks P ,, . .Charo�n Press, _- 19,4. 
The taxonomy of kl.9n used here is that generally foll01red· by Phra Up_aldt (op._
cit.) and the Saranukrom Thaj (Thai lneyclopedia), Vol. 1, PP• -542-549. 
.. .. . -
420 Thaj d istinguishes between two lr1nds of •songJ• (a) lam in which .
the words are prjma'T, the melody being adjusted to fit the"_"sound aid grouping
of the words (as in setting a poem to music) .  -Th.a rl13,tibmi c .int,ervals are 
necessarl:l-y irregular in that they mst aecomotiate to the word groupings and 
-their ileanhg;: (b) phle� in whioh the -melod37"·� l:'�j:mar.r -and the • words are- chosen .(or adjusted 1.n pronunciat_ion) to accommodate the melody. The rhytbmic inter-· 
. . ..vals are regular am fixed �sieal.ly, n ot lingiilistic.ally.· The verbs fer · ttsinging"
the�e two kinds of song also dif.fer1 khab lam but ;!in� pnle;f • - Khab mean
_s .. --�:;
"eject• - or recite words· with voie-e · moduiation or · · ooy; o:y· h11me.n b'eings de 
this. ·R9ng -means •utter,• "make voie,e sounds;" binis and· othero· an:imals may
-also do this. The combination khab ring has -a -greater general.ity than either 
-alone, and carried the implication o f  singing or<i:J.ncing with instrumental accan-
paniment. -Note that phleng has other meanings than •song;"  see footnote 33 
and Montri Tramon, .S?.! cito� _PP• 47-hBo , _ 
! . 43o ·See the very ext�nsive c:o�1�ti�n o:r Ayu�thaya dtka11· , _ Bo�,k�ii.Sawan Khrang IC� Kaw (Dfks91 Sawan from the T:ime of - the FoPD1E?r". :capital 1eompilEtd by thGtional. Library, Bangkok, .1"9200 "This vol,jme .aI:so� contains a 
valn able explanatory introduction�by Prince Da.mrongo·- For� sa.kawa; s�e the col-- · · _
lection:· Prachum Botsakawa (Colle�tion of Sakari. verses} compiled by the Jtational
Library, Bangkok.(no dateJo . .The explanatory introduction by- Prince Da_�_:qg bas..rec-ently been reprinted '8.S part"of a booklet distributea at.. a . modem .Salena 
perfo:nnanee, Kanlen Salcawa ns:ot (Perf�rmance of an htemporaneous- Sakawa) , 
published by the Chang lutthi sa Sehool., 1959.· . ·- . .... 
-44. This melody may now · be heard on a·ephonograph reeording-- by the Fine 
Arts Department; R-ecord .0020., Si£l-e II, of R-ecoro Series ""No . 0 2,�·-ad described in-
. : ·the accompa� manual : Athibai Phleng Phaensiang.,·· chut·"·rhi •sJ
:
ng _ (NG>te_s on 
Recorded Songs., Series II)., .-Fine Arts Depart.went, Bangkok, 195· • � .  -- . .. .. - -:- · . --
. - -.. h.$0 · !1�11-6 and klfm.-4 (kl9n with six arid fwr syllables per llne· ).s-are 
sometimes· inc u ed as ada!tronal categories of kl9n phleng, but are"· omitted-
here. .n9n-4 is an extrenely simple verse, usualJy suitable for children only.
n9n-6 has essenticUly the same rime structure as kltn-8 • . . 
. 460 ·Thus the moo em Thai idiom: len:; phlel:$ zao ( �to indulge in re� .pelt). 
-47. -For further details on nirat, see: P♦ :sellweisgu.th., n:tes· Nirats ou 
-Poemes d' adieu dans la Litte'rature Siamoise,tt _ Journal of tlie". Sia·Societ�
., - _ :,
Volo XXXVIIIj Part 1� 1959; and- J. N o  -Mosel,_J. .Siirvez of e1assical. Thai. oetry;
1959., pgo 13 o 
' . 
480 -See llosel, ibid., pg. 13. Eighty-six schemes are d·escribed in 
the kltn manu.als., _Siriwib'n.n0ti 1, �i tten by _the 17thscentury gramma:t_'·�, S� _ _ _Prieha. . This collection of llon �d�ls 1-s r�roduoed in_ C,h�u� T.�mra Kl!n _" _(Collection of njn Jlanuals), compiled by the National Librar.r .Bangkok• 91h. .,
The walls of Wat Chetuphon ( also known as Wat Pho)"., in Bangkok ·-c.ontairi many -­·examples of konlabot i¥Cribed during the , :reign..,of Phr,a ·Nang Kl�o (Rama.. rrr}
in the middle part of · the 19th eenturyo .See Prince· Dtwrl.· Nivat., "The :rnaerip­.".2tions of Wat Jetuphon,• Journal of the Sia Society, nv:r., _ P.a.rt :�· (193�), · · .E
PP• J.43-170J -and in Thai Phleng Yao Konlabot Laes Kon--Aks n Somdet-�Phra· �Matutch.a., . .
Chao Prot Hai . Ph1m Nai -Ngan -Oh.a eeni . - -a :hansa Dlrop , · -Pi Bori :u.n , , eng ao,22
Konlabot, -and K:on hs9n., ' Published at the Gracious Request of the ICing' s- Arint­- · ·on the Celebration of Her Sixtieth Birthday) compiled by th·e 'Royal · Institute; · .,
Bangkok., 1922. The introduction by Prince Damrong contains a valuable historica l 
survey of the typs s o f  poetry compiled. 
- -
490 · For instanc·e, · ·Phongsak Wetchachirii .Baep- Pnasa ·1n�raphan (The 
Schemata of Poetry-), 2nd Edition, Cbancai"Press, Bangkok, 19.51. . .... - ,. 
50. For an analysis of the p�o�log;oal basis o:r-· mytbm in Thai poeti-z,
see J. -N. Kosel· ., "Sound and Rhythm in Tha.1,·. and English Verse,� Phasa". Lae Nangsil 
(Language and Books) ,  Vol. I, loo 2 (1959), PPo 29-340 
5].. -In recitation two lines ,are separated by a ma.rk-ed caesura and an 
end-riae, while the two hemistichs of a line are often separated by an· open·
j11ncture, llhich may be ·either int-ernal or external, and which is marked _by a · 
cross-hemistioh rimeo - The use of open juncture to mark syllabic ·"groupings is"· 
very natural .and"-easy in Thai because it is an expression of basic Truu."-lingu.is­
tio habits •. While the phoneme of syllabic juncture has not been completel,­.
anal.yzed as yet, the ct,11rnents of Gedne:,y are verr relevant here: 
.. -
•Qie of the phonetic events subsumed ,1nder fthei. phoneme of sy-JJ.abic 
junctureJ is a low point of sonorit,-, or in certa1n segne1..tal envin,111Muts and ·
alternatively in any segmental· enviromneirt, a point of sil.enc·e4t· .A distinctive 
feature of Thai is the fact that this low point of sonority el.ways occurs pre.:. 
cisely at the bound4rjr between segmental -phonemes, never in the middle or· olieo 
Any Thai · expresaion ms.y be pronoune�d with· a pause at every point of syllable 
j�ture; this pronunciation is a ooaon de-vice for making -one •s"· speech verr 
clear or very emphatico (Wo -o. · oedney, Ind1e- Loa:nwords iii - en nudo Un-,.
published Doctoral dissertation, Yale University, 1947, pgos;. o)· . . . . ·- - .. .  . ..,,. . -· -
-,2. In Qlden ti.Jiles -each master poet - -had his own secret 
,,.. 
rules of internal·"
rime which were tanght· only orally to his students. Since they weN never· · -� ·· ·- ' 
recorded in the -.nuals on versification"., they can onl,- be infened from· existing
works - a dubious task in view of the j_mperfect implementation of what was 
presumably taught. 
5.3. Wo A o  O:rebsrn, . s;am, Volo 11 Londona 1924, pg • . 28S. 
54. ·For typographical convenience, 9-_ ae,e.eoe, ng replace their obvious 
aounterparlis -in Dr. Haas• system. The long vowel is indic·ated b:, a colon ··· 
instead of a raised period. Syllable-fina l glottal stops are not imioated. 
· 55. ·The word trans. lated here as "soul" is w1.uzan· ·1Jrom the Sanskrit 
mem,ing "consciousness.!7. In Thai t�e 1!ord is."roug�y equiva1ent _to "soul�� .•1mmorta1 spirit.• It plays _ -a very sJ.gnifieant role in popular Thai meta-·
psychology, espe c,;iaJJy in its·"relation to the allied concepts · or. khwan ( one' s  
guardian genuis}l�t (mind), �ai (hea�t) J the full implica�ion �f winja_n�can 
not be appreciated without reference to these allied conceptso .AlDong�edu­
oated urban Thai wif!i1an functions somewfklt as does the co�ept�:ldiwan for the 
vjJJagero Thus a sudden fright (as in the above poem) is thought to b e  attended 
by- the winn leaving its abode in ·the body-o · See �-�- 'Rajadhon; "The_"_ ._ _ _____ _ 
Thai Rliwail,1i Orient Review, I, No. 5 · (1956),  PP•�?.3��� �o�� �gsh�l, _ ..".". _
XU Daeng ..;;.._"The Red.Trnnh� pp. 153-1561 Ro B. Tex�or., liJ- �entory�"of_�N_��uddliist"­.
Supernatural �jects in' a Central T� Vj.llage, uripublished �octoril diss.ertat
ion, 
Cornell University, l960, Chapter 36; and Jane R. Hanks, Thai Characeter and Its 
Development, unpublished mimeographed paper, Cornell �niyer�i�y, 1959. 
560 In Tba:JJam the jmagA of a dog bar.king at nig�t conjures up eerie 
and fearsome ·feeJings for the dog is thought t o  be frightened by UlSlevolent .,
spirits (phi) that !1&unt the nighto 
53 
57. A reference t o  the old Thai saying that -a woman is the h1 nd J.e·gs
Qf an elephant and must therefore follow (and perhaps pushl) the man, who is 
the fore le gs.
·..58 • . 11Salute• here refers to the Thai t:re.ditional wai gesture made by
placing the bands to gether and raising .them toward_the face. 
59• · ·"Ghosts• (phi) in Thai folklore are c onsidered t o  be the most 
fearsome of all things. 

